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~JDj;B;m; pinion
Students can learn communication skills from
Clinton, Dole and Perot.
. Long-awaited information Kiosks arrive at Student
' .. ·Union, Education and Business buildings.
TrailRunning 101.
Pavilion,Morrison Center officials give reasons why
. Boise sees few alternative ads.
Frisbee golf makes a landing at Boise State.
We now move to the Administration
Building, where lines extend out 'the doors of
the Financial Aid Office, straight into the wall
on the other side. Americans aren't used to
lines; we seldom have to wait for anything. But
It occurs to us that some BSU newcomers take this advice: curve the line along the wall
need a primer on campus etiquette, and some instead of cutting off traffic.
college veterans require a refresher. Bewildered freshmen often like to stand in '
Freshmen frustration starts in the Education' the doorway of Administration Building
Building (the tall one). Some people apparently offices like deer with lights in their eyes-not
don't think elevators arc required to obey the sure whether they're at the right office, or
law of physics-s-peoplc in the elevator have to whether they're prepared if it is. Do everyone a
get out before others can get in. You can't add favor and reassess your situation in the hall-
to a full container; try this at home by pouring way, out of our way.
'more liquid refreshment into an already full - The last stop on our tour is the SUB.
glass of A-plus gn~pe soda. It just doesn't Realizing cash is no longer chic, get munch
work. And it's rude to the people-s-or grape money on your BSU'studcnt 10. There is noth-
soda-inside. ing more annoying than waiting in line for peo-
This same illogical fear afflicts people rush- pie to find checkbooks and pens, trying to fig-
ing into classrooms when the previous class is urc out what the date is while balancing a food
still seated. Are they afraid of missing that tray. And credit cards for a value burger?!
front row scat? More likely they're just follow- We hope these suggestions will help you
ing the mindless herd. ' adjust to college life. This has been a public
Another point about the elevators: during service announcement from The Arbiter. '
rush times, able-bodied students really ouglit to
take the stairs if only going up or down one
floor. Strange how the same people who pay
bcaucoup bucks to uscthe Stairmaster at the
10c.11 gym would sooner make everyone on thc
elevator stop needlessly than walk onc flight of
stairs. Maybe if we made folks pay for thc
privilege of using the stairs and gave it a flashy
name like "Stair O' Rama" people would get
the idea, and get off their lazy hinders.
Though the area in front of the elevators
feels wnaaaay too small (who designed this
trap?), there is really no excuse for behaving
:rJ-;:r.".,. , .••. '"
like Pavlov's dogs at feeding time every time
the elevator doors open. Leave room for those
who are just passing through.
Freshmen, wel<now
who you are ... '
UPON P'INA ....Ly ""eAcH INa. Wlu:I''' H.- "'IGU P
HiS STAQ-Il' VOle..; CLAa30 WA~ HELb. MIc:.H" ...
...,. (.Hl.c.t<lt;J "as -'C"' r>ut.1t ANP PONDER£D:
"MAvBe MCB100 STANt>:> Fo",
~OftII.lSON ~r:NTEIt 6100 ... "
The Arbiter is the official student newspaper of Boise State University. Its mission is'to provide a
forum for the discussion of issues impacting the campus and the community. The Arbiter's budget
consists of fees paid by students of BSU and advertising sales. The paper is distributed to the campus
and community on Wednesdays during the school year. The first copy is free. Additional copies cost
S1 each, payable at The Arbiter offices .
. 1910 University Drive, Boise, Idaho 83725
Phone - (208)345·8204 Fax - (208) 385-3839
E-mail- orbiter@c1oven.idbsu.edu
Sports: Sports@c1oven.id_bsu.edu
News: News@c1oven.idbsu.edu
Letters to the Editor: Arbiter@c1aven.idbsu.edu
Arts and Entertainment: Fuel@c1aven.idbsu.edu
ill _
For back issues visit us ot:
http://wwwJdbsu.edu/arbiter/intro.html
THE STAFF
Editor in Chief Kate Neilly Bell Business Manager Chris Adams News Editor Asencion
Ramirez Hootenanny Editor Josh Casten Sports Editor Amy Butler
Health/Beauty /Fashion Editor Ariel Spaeth Out-of-Doors Editor Rhett Tanner .
Opinion Editor Joe Relk Online Editor Mike Moore Art Director Jonathon H. Smith Ad
Designer Brenda Zipfel ~dvertisi.ng Manager Matt Pottenger Local Advertising Sales
Seon P. Murphy Staff Writers DaVid Augello, Robert Barish, John Britschgi, Jarod J. Dick, Mary
Doherty, Mallhew Haynes, Jon Hite, Mark HolIQday, Damon Hunzeker Steve Jacoob Seth
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lOITER of the week
This we~k's 'Biters ollhe Week oro Jonathon Smilh, who didn't have the summer issues to practice the grueling duties
01 art dlreel~r, and ~eon P. Murphy, who went beyond the responsibilities 01 sales executive when he sloyed up 'til 6
_ a.m. on Aug. ~6to hel~ paste .up the paper: The seelion 01 the week goes to Hootenanny. Hootenanny Editor Josh
- Costen hod to luggle hiS story Ideas when KISS canceled. Hootenanny is always well puttogelher no moiler what
unlorseen circumstances come Coslen's way. '
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THEA~B"~Il,.wEDNEStiAtSEI'TEIdBER4,.1996." . -----------------.-..;..----.-..;..---- --- OPINION 3
.---~OPINI()NX-TRA'---------------.
America~sgrowupwatching the x-rrielland X~fiIes,going to college to learn about Malcolm X, and turning into generation X. Suddenly X isthe cool, hip letter of the '90s
(alert Sesame Streetl).It's even a fashlontrend-i-caps with the letter X are endemic In the mallrat crowd.
But what does it mean?Besides being the 24th letter it is also "an unknown or unnamed quantity."lgnorance may be bliss, but the goal of a university ought to be enlighten-
mentto make the unkilOwnknown. Information'anlopinion we keep to ourselves is an unknown,or X-factor, until we share it. Sharing our thoughts is the best way we can
expose prejudice, ignorance and fear. ' _ '
The opinion column is starting three new Opinion X-tra columns: Faculty Forum, ASBSU Views, and Foreign Perspectives. We'~e depending on volunteers to stock these
columns, and we encourage everyone to contribute.
r-......, .,~-.._.. Johannsen plans to take her
fetishes with gay and lesbian
people to the next leglslativeses-
sion, where her group will intro-
duce legislation forbidding the
state from spending taxdoJlars
• or other moneys to fund any offi-
cial government policy, procla-
, mation, or program promoting, advocat-
i~g, endorsing, or .encouraging homo-
sexual bohavior,and from advocating,
endorsing, or encouraging homosexual
behavior in public schools.
In considering this, some confidently
assert the ICA is just blowing smoke,
and that their credibility is so shaky that
they'll be unable to convince a single
legislator to take up their cause in the
Statehouse. I wish Iwere so sure.
In truth, it will be extremely difficult
for our representatives to fight the ICA
on this. Imagine the fun the ICA will
have demonizing any legislator who
may dare to challenge them. I can just
hear Kelly Johannsen and Kelly Walton
and their pal Dennis Mansfield of the
Family Foruin now. "Senator Joe Potato
Farmer thinks your tax dollars should be
spent promoting the immoral, perverse,
and sick lifestyle of homosexuals!"
I am less certainthe average Idahoan
understands the ramifications of the
Faculty Forum
Since returning to school,
I've been honored to receive
the praise of many in the BSUcommu-
nity for my volunteer work as co-chair
of the Decline to Sign campaign, and for
that organization's success in thwarting
the most recent attempt of the Idaho
Citizens Alliance to place another anti-
human rights proposition on the
November ballot,
There arc hundreds of people from
around the state and nation who also
deserve the thanks. Were it not for those
Idahoans who simply refused to sign the
ICA's petitions, and the hundreds who
worked to make phone calls, staff coun-
ty and regional fairs, attend rallies, write
letters, and give their financial support,
the ICA would very likely have again
been successful at placing their son "son
of Proposition One" on the November
1996 ballot.
While keeping the ICA off the ballot
is a significant victory, it is not total.
The ICAhas been stopped momentarily,
but it is highly unlikely that we have
seen the last of them. ICA leader Kelly
Foreign
Perspectives
An American
journalist in Peru
This column was originally printed in
Inprint, the BSU Radio Network maga-
zine, in Winter of '96, and is reprinted by
permission. Jyl Hoyt writes regularly for
Inprint, between doing stories for
National Public Radio. Hoyt is currently
working on a story about river rafting.
As a Fulbright scholar in Peru, I'm
teaching broadcast journalism i1t a
University in Cusco; but what I'm really
doing is trying to understand the ancient
Andean culturethat surrounds me. I came
a step closer in my search on a recent
journey to Quillabamba, a remote town in
southern Peru that is surrou nded by
cocoa leaf farms.
I went there to attend an international
conference for cocoa leaf growers. I'm
doing a story for NPR on a new coalition
of campesinos (peasant farmers) and
lntellectualswho are trying to legalize
the growing and selling of the cocoa leaf.
They hope to open new markets f~>r
cocoa leaf products such as tooth paste,
shampoo, tea, and medicines for stomach
and altitude ailments.
It was a lO-hour train
ride from my home base
in Cusco (elevation
10,909 feet), a city that
was the ancient Inca capi-
tal, to the lowland town
of Quillabamba-Iong a
center of cocoa leaf pro-
duction. On the train, I sat
next to a Peruvian agronomist who works
with cocoa leaf growers. He told me that
the plant, which requires no fertilizer and
can easily accommodate lengthy dry
spells, is well suited to the acid rain that
covers most of the hills around
Quillabamba. This agronomist sympa-
thizes with the producers who say the
cocoa leaf has been an important part of
Andean culture for centuries.
Natives chew the green leaves during
long work days in the fields to curb their
appetite: They brew tea from the leaves,
and Andean religious leaders usc cocoa
for ceremonies-just as catholic priests
usc bread and wine rituals.
Such thoughts were far from my mind,
however, as the train pulled into
Ouillabarnba around midnight. It wasn't
until the next morning that I got to sec
Quillabarnba, a hot, humid town with a.
lovely central plaza full of blooming ycl-
low, magenta, and red flowers.
The cocoa conferc'1ce-with
ICA's latest plans to keep gay and les- can keep your message as simple as this:
bian people inthe political spotlight. I "I do not want the next legislative ses-
am all too afraid the average Idahoan sion dominated by the ICA's divisive
Will find the ICA's proposal not just and discriminatory agenda. The voters
modest, but palatable: have spoken, and the answer is 'no'I" If
The truth is, the impact of the ICA's every legislator-wanna-be receives that
proposals becoming law would bedev- message from 20 to 30 of his/her con:
astating. For example, could it not he stituents, they'll steer clear of the ICA.
.s~i~_t"ha~.a!lo~i.ng rallies pro~~tj~g, ~~y_ Still, just as keeping th~.ICA off the
and lesbian pride to be held on the ballot is but a small victory, so too will
Statehouse steps is an expenditure of be keeping them out of legislation in
state funds? After all, who pays for the 1997. In the end, the only way to guar-
electricity to power the microphones at antee the ICA is really gone for good is
such rallies? Who pays to make sure the' for Idaho to change its discriminatory
doors to the State Capital Building are- laws against gay and lesbian people.
open so facilities inside arc accessible to This means getting rid of our infamous
participants at those rallies? Would this sodomy law, which docs not, by the
not be an act of state-sponsored endorse- way, single out only gay people. This
ment of gay and lesbian people? • would mean creating laws to protect gay
If the ICA proposal became law, and lesbian people from being discrimi-
what if the state employs an "out" gay nated against in housing, employment,
or lesbian? Might not that be seen as and child custody cases. This would
encouraging homosexual behavior? mean ending heterosexual privilege as
These arc but a few of the scenarios we know it, and expanding our notions
that arc possible should the ICA have its of democracy to truly include us all. It is
way. Like many of you, I find these this, and only this, that wijJ end the
frightening. But what can we do? ICA's reign of political terror.
Each of us must get on our phones, Getting this state and country to that
fire up our PCs and e-mail accounts, point is not going to be easy. It is not
shake out our wrists and jot a few lines going to happen overnight. Ultimately,
to those who wish to represent our inter- though, it should be the goal of us all,
ests in the next legislative session. You no matter what our sexual orientation.
campesinos from Peru, Bolivia, and lems with achiote.
Columbia-took place in several adobe The campesinos at this c~nference
buildings. Peasant farmers, all with wads who sat on straight-back wooden chairs
of green cocoa leaves making round balls taking notes on narrow lined school pads,
in their cheeks, mingled with Peruvian seemed determined to fight U;S. and
intellectuals, most of whom made the U.N. policy, as much for cultural as ceo-
long trip from Lima, Peru's coastal capi- nornical reasons.
tal city. Campesinos and the Peruvian intellec-
One by one in the airless hall, they tuals who support them compare cocoa
stood upand in eloquent, unwrillen leaf chewing to drinking coffee or coca
speeches, they began defining their strat- cola-not to taking cocaine or crack. For
egy for opposing the U.S. and United these campesinos, the cocoa leaf repre-
Nations policy that calls for eliminating sents ancient rituals, social gatherings,
cocoa leaf production. and a reliving of history. How odd that
The campesinos and the intellectuals the cocoa leaf is so revered in Andean
who joined them say the problem lies culture, yet so vilified in European and
with cocaine and crack consumers in the North American cultures.
U.S. and Europe and that South I mulled this over as I boarded the 4
American campesinos should be allowed a.m, train for the journey back to Cusco,
to grow cocoa leaves and create .new The tracks followed the Urubamba River, '
markets for cocoa products. the sacred river of the Incas. Through the
In Peru and Bolivia, it is legal to grow early morning mist, I could make out fig-
cocoa leaves, but many of the leaves arc ures of campesinos walking from thei~
sold to drug "dealers, who turn them into adobe homes up the steep mountains to
cocaine. The collapse of the Colombian their freshly tilled fields. When the rains'
Mafia has meant a sharp decline in the begin, the farmers plant corn and pota-
price growers get for cocoa leaves. toes that their ancestors domesticated
Some Andean Indian activists say long before the Spanish conquistadors
cocoa leaf production isn't stable. They came tothe Andes.
recommend producers grow alternative As the train made its zig-zag route up
crops, such as achiote-a shrub that pro- to Cusco, I concluded cultures don't all
vidcs a red dye in high demand in inter- have to believe the same thing,and toler.
national markets. Achiote has the added anee (as our American democracy sug-
benefit of replenishing the soil when its gests) could lead toa solution that all
leaves fall to the ground. However, there . sides could support. ' "
.areproduction and transportation prob-
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into a tuning dial ..," .' Anyway, teache~tendtop~cha,,!~.i atl!l~ereq,.t\f~I1l,Il'~~tio'rth~t~ttacked
,T.·, rh"e Truth· Silverstein'doesi!'t'(>9ntifitate, he condescend;'She1SUverst~in"as.goodll,.'" '!'Yt>~t"'9Jlinl)'!~~88(3f.,';);:""';"·..'
shows. Instead of tellingthe reader teacher as any I've ever,~nowll; re'~Se~ .•.•...'Sh'elsllverstein, becausehe\yas
Jimmy Jet beconies a loser for watching to do that. He even allows his students,s9mewhat separated from his ,pupils,
television too of ten, wei as readers, wit- (readers) to revela bitin their own "ices, 'could think abOutariiilcisiv:eresp<l!1seto
ness Jet's converslon froni decent little This passage runs at the trail end of his thelrconcerns, Unllketbeleacher, he
child to worthless slug. new bookFallillg Up: could pUI himself in thech\ldis frame of
That's the difference "The end of the book/No reference. in effect, he could distance
between Silverstein's use to look for any more, himself from himself. He presented to a
. h' m.y dear/'Cause"I'f you try child the child's own darkfantasles andlines and mme: e sa
I, finding/some more in the fears, thereby allowing thereader to over ...poet, m not
On reflection, most of binding/You may come them.
my second grade teachers just ...disappear.' On the surface, the poem "For Sale,"
. . h I l think that can be about an older brother auctioning off hiswere not poets eit er,
think most thought they translated, in harsher "crying" and "spying" slster, seemsjust
knew better than me. I English, this way: "Look cruel. Pause, We realize such behavior is
remember being told, for for more, Mr. Greed, and - cruel, is unjust and we are all capable of
instance, that smoking you may pay an exorbi- identifying with it.
was bad, pure and simplejtant price for your curiosi- The teacher who made the secretion
if one smoked, one was ty.' comment would probablyattempt to
dOIng something stupid: I had, for iln 'practical ." ~xpl:lin away his or her own anger. This
Period. End of story.' purposes, three or four only encourages the student to dismiss,
Now that I smoke sometimes, I know second grade teachers, all of whom were deny, sublimate his rage.
this assertion to contain a f~w fallacies. married. I am sure these teachers had, on Silverstein, in his works, docs no such
Smoking, far from a pure mistake, can be some school days, pressing matters on thing. He knows a child is not stupid and
fun. There is a wonderful passage in their minds, the origins of which lay not needs to be told the truth, whatever that
.Following the Equator (I digress, but in the school, but in the home. So, if a lit- may be. Perhaps this hints as to why I
please forgive me) where Mark Twain tie kid asked a teacher, "Where do babies didn't care for his works as a kid. Maybe
declares, "Cancer or death may come as a come from?" the adult, lost in thought I had an aversion to the truth.
consequence, but, quit smoking? Never," about other concerns, might have
David Augello
Columnist
. Shel Silverstein books were read to
my second grade class when I was a little
kid. I remember hearing poems from his
collection, Where the Sidewalk Ends, in
_ particular.
To be honest, at the timet didn't think
much of his works.ldon't know why,
and probably didn't know why then.
Perhaps his simplistic writing style was
just a bit, well, tooslmplistic for me.
For example, scanning through a copy
of Sidewalk recently, I came across an
indictment of television. On the surface _
the poem seems rather llghthearted.as'
though Silverstein was hesitant to upset
little children. Instead of writing, as I
think most adults would, something like,
"Kids, television rots the brain/If you
watch it/You might as well flush your
nervous system down the drain;"
Silverstein writes, "He watched till his
eyes were frozen wide/And his bottom
grew into his chair/And his chin turned
Random Thoughts
Speech Therapy from
presidential candidates
Joe Relk
Opmion Editor
"Whoever controls the language, the
images, controls the race,"-Allen
Ginsberg, American poet
Communication problems cause failed
marriages, broken friendships, and lost
jobs. Like them or hate them, our presi-
dential contenders have gotten to the
national spotlight largely by means of
communication skills, skills we can learn
from:
Bob Dole: If you're like me you
remember faces, events, personalities, but
you have memory retrieval troubles with
people's names. Most people take this
personally, even though the assemblage of
lellers attached to their persona is proba-
bly the least important thing about them.
"A rose by any other name ......
Citizen Dole has found a simple way
around this potentially awkward situation
by refering to himself in the third person,
because, he says, it "gets the word out,"
"Bob Dole doesn't like government _
handouts. Bob Dole likes tobacco. Bob
Dole would make a great president," One
wonders how far Dole takes this speech
pattern-"Bob Dole doesn't want fries
with that. If Bob Dole wanted fries, Bob
Dole would have asked for fries," But I
digress.
Just think of the effect a Dole presiden-
cy would have on society. No more
uncouth moments fishing for name
clues-"Aw, come on,let me see your
. --drlver's license"..-and no more awkward
morning afters-"Good morning, ahhh,
,_ beautiful, ahhh, cutie pie," If we all talked
in the third person we wouldn't have to
tactfully avoid names by calling people
"man" or "dude,"
The fear of name displacement, or
worse yet, mistaken identity, would be
forever eradicated! People would actually
mingle at parties before they got drunk,
knowing that everyone's name would be a
simple personal question away: "So, how
are things with you, dude?"
"Bob Dole's things are fine, Bob
Dole's things have always been fine. Why
arc you interested in Bob Dole's things?"
Problem solved: Thanks Bob.
Ross Perot: Our favorite billionaire
presidential hopeful (no offense Steve
Forbes) is a master of using simpleanalo-
gy to describe complex situations.
The economy is like a car. "We just
need to get under the hood and fix it," The
deficit is "that crazy aunt in the basement '
. that nobody wants to talk about," Special
interest groups arc "worse than dime store
prostitutes,"
No longer docs one have to be highly
educated about the issues or familiar with
the jargon politicians and diplomats use to
explain common-sense ideas. This is
democracy everybody can understand, the
entire problem and answer guide to
America in Ross' small book with big
type, "United We Stand," The basic prob-
lem: voters need to "grab a hammer and
fix the roof,"
Every trade or profession has its own
jargon, big words that only confuse the
average Joe. Let's take Ross's lead and
simplify by analogy.
No longer will mechanics say,
"You've got a matalam on your convcrta-
lator.' Instead they will say "Your chick-
en ate a bad piece of corn.v lnstead of
doctors telling you "Your spleen has a
malignant development that could lead to
sarcocise," they will say "Your innards
are like a minister preaching to the choir.
They're working hard but not gelling to
the right people,"
,.n.'..
Thanks to Rossspeak no one will know
exactly what'sgoing on, but everyone
will have a general understanding of it.
The only drawback would be if
Rossspeak replaced educational jargon.
Do you want an air traffic controller say-
ing: "OK boys, you all are like a bunch of
cows circling the water trough. Just figure
out who the bull is and get down here,"
Pat Buchanan: Having trouble getting
your point across? Are friends and associ-
ates easily bored with your banter? Liven
up your diatribes by comparing every-
thing you do to the most hyped, emotion
soaked episodes in our history, like Pat
docs.
Remember when Pat compared his
campaign with the revolutionary war?
"Mount up and seize the cannons!" He
also likes to continually reiterate the fact
that the forces of good are fighting a "cul-
tural war for the heart of America," no
less important to the future of the country
than any previous armed conflict. And
everyone remembers Pat calling then
president Bush "King George,"
Next time you have trouble motivating
office co-workers use Pat's historical.
analogy strategy: "Mount up your staplers
and seize those copy machines men, this
is war!" Sanitation engineers (AKA trash
guys) can usc this snappy line: "Not since
the War for Independence has picking up
trash been so important," Or just blurt out
"Remember Pearl Harbor!" at the top of
your lungs whenever concluding a conser-
vation.
Don't worry about historical accurate-
ness soldier, this is war! (The enemy is
the truth.)
BiU Clinton: Living proof that anyone
can make it to the presidency, even a poor
kid from Hope, Arkansas-with the help
of shady business deals and political
extortion.
Clinton's'contribution to effective
commllnication is as effective as it is sim-
pIe: 1. display heartfelt empathy for aseg-
ment of the voting public (I.E. "I feel your
pain") 2. repeat step one ad infinitum.
This works great in negotiations
because you can appeal to both sides, be
popular with them, and do very llttle,
Compromise is usually not too far away
from the status quo.
Also, like our commander-in-chief, use
the lexicon of laundry detergent. This
includes usc of words indicating a break
with the past: new, improve, change, etc.
A generic example: "I've got a lot of
new ideas to improve our country. You
deserve a change," A lot of politicians use
this method, but none better than Bill,
_who will have to alter it some now that
he's the incumbent: "Don't throw old
soiled government away, just reinvent it
with new, improved Clinton/Gore '96,"
Use these words often enough and peo-
ple will begin to believe the few minor
changes you make are revolutionary, fresh
and radical.
Dick Lomm: How not to do it.
The Lamm method: show people what
the problem is,and thentellthem what
they have to do to overcome the problem
in simple, specific and straight-forward
language. This strategy is a proven loser.
The truth seldom inspires,but rather
depresses, annoys and, in some cases,
turns people hostile.
While it is useful to point' out dilem-
mas in the most Draconian and dark lan-
guage as possible, telling people the diffi-
culties arc their fault, and that sacrifice
and work will be required to correct them,
-Is the surest way to drive people away.
Instead blame the bureaucracy, politics,
immigrants, environmentalists, big busi-
ness, Martians, the media or some other
scapegoat, and offer quick fixes.
T~ere is one constant in effective com-
munication, whether its addressing the
nation, the boardroom, or the living room:
blame the other guy.
" "
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author to speak atB8.U
Turn on your cable TV
and earn college credit
Starting this fall, BSU will air sev-
eral classes including pathophysiolo-
gy, elementary algebra, human
resource management and introduc-
tion to financial accounting ,on WBS
Cable Channel 39. The ,classes are
taught live, by BSUinstructors in the
Simplot-Micron Instructional
Technology Center. The classes are,
also beamed to other locations such
as Mountain Home Air Force Base
and Treasure Valley Community
College. Students at those sites can
interact with faculty members via
telephone during the classes.
The cable classes are offered in
addition to several tell,lcourses taught
via Idaho Public Television on KAID
Channel 4. For information, call
Nancy Ness in the Division of contin-
uing Education at 385-1789.
Children vote on
favorite books,
About 2,000 Boise-area school
children, age 5 to 13; are participating
in a national program called
Weekend University
.offers Sunday classes'
BSU continues to stretch the
Weekend University schedule in an
attempt to better serve busy students.
Starting this fall, BSU will offer
classes on Sundays and Friday nights.
Another new option includes a com-
pressed schedule in which classes
meet from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturdays
on alternating weekends.
Previously, most Weekend
University classes met for two hours
on Saturdays.The Division of
Continuing Education has scheduled
~bout30 Weekend University courses
for fall. For information, call Tom
Ansbach at 385-3296.
The Idaho State Department of
Education announced today that the
test scores of Idaho Seniors who took
the 1996 Scholastic Aptitude Test
remain above, the national average
again this year. This holds true
despite the fact that the verbal score
decreased by a point while math
gained a four point increase.
Sally Tiel, the State Department of
Education's coordinator of guidance,
counseling, and assessment, said
Idaho students scored 543 In the ver-
bal portion of the exam, compared to
last year's 544. In mathematics,
Idahoans scored 536, compared to last
year's 532. '
Nationally, the verbal score was
505 in 1996, compared to 504 in 1995
while the mathematics section score
was 508 in 1996 and 506 in 1995.
Tiel said only about 15 percent of
Idaho'~ 'high school graduating
seniors selected the-SAT test, com-
pared to the 60,7 percent who took
the American College Testing exam. ,
Both tesls are considered predictors
of college success, although with its
low percentage of SAT-takers Idaho
is not considered a SAT-friendly
state.
"Although'it's exciting to sec
Jdaho'seniors scoring well on this
exam..we cannot use the SAT to eval-
uate our school system because it
does not look at a cross-section of
students, but rather focuses on the
few students-most of them top per-
formers in their schools- who chose
to take this exam," Tiel said. "In
Idaho,we generallyfocu5 on the ACT
, test scores because most seniors tak-
-ing college entrance exams use the
ACT lind it gives us a better view of
. how we're doing overall,"
Coyle named coordinator
of BSU programs In McCall
Carol Coyle has been named part-
time coordinator of Boise State
University programs in the McCall
area.
A seven-year resident of McCall,
Coyle earned her bachelor's degree in
psychology from the University of
Wyoming and a master's degree in
clinical psychology from the
University of Idaho. Coyle, 41, is
married and the mother of three.
As BSU's McCall-area coordina-
tor, Coyle arranges classes, advises
students, and serves as a liaison
between the university and local resi-
dents.
In addition to her responsibilities
as coordinator, Coyle will teach a
three-credit evening course in general
psychology this fall. BSU's Division
of Continuing Education will offer
ten classes, including five computer
courses, introduction to business, ele-
mentary algebra, conversational
Spanish, and techniques of narrative
writing. A course on the history of
Western civilization, taught entirely
via the Internet.
To Reach Coyle or receive more
information about BSU classes in
McCall, call 634-3957.
Annual competition for
Fulbright grants opens
The United States Information
Agency, the J. William Fulbright
Foreign Scholarship Board and the
Institution of International Education
announce the opening of the 1997.98
competition for Fulbright Grants for
graduate study or research abroad in
academic fields and professional
training in the creative and perform-
ing arts.
, The purpose of the grants is to
increase mutual understanding among
people of the United States and other
countries, through the exchange of
knowledge and skills. They arc fund-
ed under the Mutual Education and
Cultural Exchange Act of 1961
through an annual appropriation made
,by Congress to USIA; Participating
governments and host institutions in
many countries also contribute. The
presidentially-appointed J. William
Fulbright Foreign Scholarship Board,
composed of 21 educational and pub-
lic leaders, establishes criteria for the
selection of candidates and maintains
final 'authority for, the awarding ,of
grants.
For all grants, applicants must be
U.S. citizens at the ,time of applica~
. "Children's Choices"
, . thallets kids read, then
vote on the books they
". ,Jjk,a 'best," BS.U educa-
, tionprof~ssorStan
Steiner was selected to
facilitllte the program, a project of the
',"International, ReadingAsso!;:iation.
Boise is Idaho's first city to partie-
Native American 'storyteller, poet, ipate in the prestigious program, and
artist and Pulitzer Prize~wlnning one of only five nationwide. Eight
author N. Scott Momaday will discuss area schools are Involved. •
the oral tradition and literature of Publishers supply a total of about
American Indian stories. His lecture $40,000 to $50,000 for hardback and
will take place at 7 p.m, on Friday, paperback or pop I,1pbooks topartlci-
Sept. 20, in the Jordan Ballroom of pating schools. The youngsters read
the Boise StateUniversily Student the books and then vote on their
Union. . favorites. A list is then compiled into
Momaday, a professor of English a journal,which school districts usc to
at the University of Arizona, won the determine the books ~h,ey'!J purchase
Pulitzer Prize in 1969 ror 'h'i!I"n6vel "'fo'r 'iheii'stiidcnts. For more informa-
House Made of Dawn. Hisothertion, call Steiner at 385-3962 or 383-
books arc The Ancient Child, The 9053. .
Way 10 Rainy Mountain and Names;
He also has written five books of
poetry. An educator for more that 30
years, Momaday has earned-several
other writing awards in addition to
the Pulitzer. \
A frequent reviewer of Native
American subjects for the New York
Times Book Review section,
Momadayalsowrote the movie script
of the novel The Man Wlro Killed
Deer.
Momaday, a Kiowa Indinn, was
originally raised on a family farm in .
Oklahoma, and later lived in New
Mexico. He earned his master's
degree and Ph ,D. from Stanford.
His lecture, free and open to the
public, is made possible by the BSU
Foundation Grants program. His hon-
orarium is supported in part by Boise
Pub lie Schools, the BSU English
Department, the BSU English Majors SAT scores remain
Association, Sigma Tau Delta and above national average
BSU's Asia University in America
Program.
tion and hold a bachelor's degree or
its equivalent by the beginning date
of the grant. Creative and performing
artists arc not required to have a
bachelor's degree,but must have four
yearsof relevant training or study.
Candidates in medicine must have an
M.D. or equivalent (e.g, D.D.S.,
O.D., etc.) at the time of application.
All applicants arc required to
demonstrate sufficient proflciency .in
the language of the host country to
carry out their proposed study or
research.
Fulbright Full Grants support
round-trip international travekmaln-
tenance for the duration of the grant,
a research allowance, and tuition'
waivers, if applicable. Fulbright
Travel Grants provide round-trip trav-
el to the country where the student
will pursue study or research. They
arc intended to supplement mainte-
nance awards from other sources that
do not underwrite funds for interna-
tional travel, or.an applicant's person-
al finances All grants include health
and accident insurance. '
At-large applicants should contact
the U.S. Student Programs Division at
liE's New York headquarters, (212)
984-5330, or one of liE's regional
offices in Chicago, Denver, Houston,
or San Francisco for brochures and
applications.
Applicants must submit their com.
pleted applications to the U.S.
Student Programs Division at
liE/New York by Oct. 73, 1996. '
Bronco fans contribute
to Lauree Mack Fund at
last Saturday's game
Boise State University music stu-
dent Lauree Mack was honored at last
Saturday's Bronco football game
against Central Michigan University ..
Mack is in critical condition at St.
Alphonsus Regional Medical Center
after she nearly drowned in the Boise
river on Aug.16. A special collection
to help offset Mack'smedlca! expens-
eswas taken during halftime and.the
third and fourth quarters, at the con~,
cession areas and exit gates. ..',
The 19-year-old oboe studentv.:as .
to begin her sophomore year at' BSU
this fait Mack, a scholarship student'
with a 3.0 grade average at. the e~d of
her freshman year; was recru!te~ to
the music program from o~~,of'
Chicago's top high schools. . ""
She was wading in the river with
friends when she was caught in',the
undercurrent, went under wate(and
did not, resurface fornelli'ly20Jnln~
utes. ",
The Music Department has setupa
special fund at FirslSecurity BIUlkfor
Mack's medical "expenses. MOllies
collected at Saturday's gamt will be
deposited to it; Any person Wishing to
contribute to the LaureeMack
Medical Trust Fund maydo s(ut!lny
Boise-.area Firsi Security Blink. Thi>se
who wish to offerothe,rtcsources to
the Mack family are 'il$kedto~al1;the
BSU MusicDepartmeht,at38S~1596;
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Project Ac~~~~.;
Phase 9necompleted,
onto phase two
, Page from the kiosk sites.
T'heaecond phase of Project ACCESS
involves the installation of a Student Partner
module.. It will replace the current student
, information system and provide students with
the ability to schedule appointments and regis-
ter for classes. Phase two, however, is still off
in the future. Rich doesn't expect delivery of
Student Partner until '97 and doesn't foresee it
running until '98.
Project committee members will meet next
week and set target dates for' completion of
unfinished sites. Also on the agenda is the
selection of locations for three 'more kiosk
machines. The Canyon County campus, Towne
Square Mal1, and the College of Southern
Idaho provide possible sites. Those, wanting to
become involved can reach Julie Rich at 385-
1323.
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You may
qualify fora
$5,O()O
bonus with
Air Force nursing!
Contact an Air Force health
professions recruiter near you
for more information. Or can
1~800·423-USAF.
AI. HIGH
A:):
Health Professions
FINE HOST
Look for our new selections
_, now on campus! '
Maggie's Cafe 7:30AM - 6:00PM
• Sizzlin' Grill- Breakfast, burgers and more
• Healthy Choice Deli - made to order deli sandwiches
• Minh Pagoda - Oriental cuisine
• Arrezzio - Now that's Italian!
• Pizza Hut· Personal pan pizzas
• Changing Scenes- "Build your own bar" choices
change daily
Braval 7:00AM· 9:00PM
• Featuring bagels and pastries, sandwiches, fresh
salads, ice cold drinks and ice cream
• Pizza Hut" Personal pan pizzas
Moxie Java 7:00AM - 9:00PM
• Espresso and gourmet coffee
Cominq-This Fdll to the [c1uC<ltlon Building
SUBWAY -S(lndwich Shop Ex TCBY
by Asendon Ramirez
Students who are- new to campus can
receive computerized help finding their class-
es -thanks to the installation of three ATM-
machine look-alikes-ln the Student Union
Building, the Education Building and
Albertsons Library.
Those who step up to one of Project
ACCESS' InTouch modules can find a campus
map directing them to their destinations.
These three kiosks can provide BSU students
and visitors with a variety of general informa-
tion about the university. Users can find such
topics as financial aid, activities, and campus
maps on the system's main menu. The touch
of a finger is all that is required to bring infor-
mation to light.
The electronic kiosks were
originally intended to be up and
running during the spring '96
semester, but their debut was
delayed until this August. Even
now, there are a number of sites
on the menu still under con-
struction.
"The technology changed.
We wanted to take advantage of
the new technology so we wait-
ed," explains Project ACCESS
director Julie Rich.
By waiting, the project
received technology that would I..';~':-~
allow access to the BSU Web
: / .. ".~~'::r.:: -.
;.,/, .....
"j.
The State Board of Education approved a
plan in June to ease 'the pain of transferring
to and from universities or colleges in
Idaho. The new system converts 88 core
courses to the same names and numbers,
which means.core requirements can be com-
pleted at any of the participatinginstitu-
tions,
After a year of meetings and decision-
making, officials from Idaho's public insti-
tutions have decided to implement the sys-
tem, said, Chief Academic Officer Robin
Dodson.
"The whole purpose was to make it easier
for students and for parents and for people
outside the academic system to look and say,
'Well, why shouldn't English 101 be named
the same at Boise State or the University of
Idaho ... or Idaho State?'" he explained.
The system makes each course the same
at each university, smoothing out transfers
to other schools. The one catch, Dodson
said, was mathematics, because each school
:... '
Ed Boa-rd standardizes
names, numbers for courses
applies a different number of credits to math
courses. The Board chose not to disturb the
math system already in place.
The only downside to giving core courses
the same names may be that faculty mem-
bers feel stepped on. Dodson said some fac-
ulty might view the Board's action as
infringing on their right to decide the cur-
riculum's contents. In reality, he explained,
the board is providing ease of access and
transferability for students, and each college
and university is still in control of its own
curriculum.
"I think it's not only good for the stu-
dents, but it's probably pretty darn good for
the people that support us, and the taxpayers
who say, 'You know what? We're working
together. We're making it easier for the citi-
zens of Idaho to move into our system and to
acquire an education. tI,
The system goes into effect in fall 1997.
The Board now aims to work with Idaho's
private colleges to try and bring them into
the common course listing.
The BSU Faculty Senate has. not taken an
official position on the plan since its
approval.
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on educafion after high school
by John Sackman
According to the us. Department of.
Labor, 70 percent of jobs in the United
States will not require a traditional 'college
degree. In response; the State Board of
Education is establishing the Seventy
Percent Committee to address the changing
educational 'needs of all students.
The committee's mandate is to better
allocate educational resources to meet
changing demands in the workplace. Labor
Department statistics indicate 70 percent of
jobs will not require a four year degree,
while 65 percent will necessitate some post-
secondary education. These numbers are
slightly higher in Idaho as compared with
other states.
The State Board feels that groups in need
of special help include not only potential
drop-outs,' but also students. with language;
literacy and economic barriers to higher edu-
cation. While the committee has yet to meet.
ideas for change include expanded career
development, customized training and
increased credit transferability regarding.
technical and academic programs.
The Idaho program will also draw from
similar programs in Kentucky and
Oklahoma.
The committee is chaired by Thomas
Dillon, the State Board of Education'S secre-
tary.
Dillon says, "This is an attempt to have
Idaho citizens go out and lead more full and
productive lives."
Other members are to be drawn from the
State Board, Department of Education,
Applied Tech representatives from the four-
year institutionsvCornmunity College presi-
dents, a School-to-Work representative and
the Director of the EITC. The first meeting
willbe held before the State Board meeting
in September.
Helicopter damages
tennis court
by Asencion Ramirez
The Arlny National Guard's recruiting
efforts yielded recruits as one of their heli-
copters damaged the fencing along court one
of Boise State's outdoor tennis courts. No
one was injured Aug. 28, as rotor wash from
an Apache attack helicopter bent fencing
along the Southeast corner of the courts.
"It sucks,'; said junior Todd Conger, a
member of last year's Men's Big Sky
Championship Tennis Team. "I'm just glad
it wasn't in season."
Apaches had been landing on the intra-
mural athletic field since Monday in
efforts to drum up recruiting. The tennis
courts are protected on three sides by full
fencing and wind screens. Rotor wash
from a departing helicopter caught the
wind screen bending six fence poles and
cracking the concrete surface along the
outer edge of the court.
estimates of the damage were not
available at press time. Local recruiters
were also unavailable for comment at
press time.
",.
sors 10 shadow mentors in their profession
of choice. Watson called the program "valu-
able," adding that, as an undergraduate, she
would have loved to have' been able to spend
a day with a mentor in her career field-.
Mentor for a Day takes place on Oct. 31.
Watson encouraged junior,senior, and grad-
uate women students to ask a: professor for a
nomination.
Watson comes to the Women's center
after sixyears as a freelance business con-
sultant. She holds a bachelor's degree in his-
tory and economics,as well as a master's in
business administration.
Women'sCenter
under new direction
ofgraduateassi,stant
GOOD·····
WEEKLY
. INCOME
processingmail!'or
natio.nal companyl Free
_supplies,.postageiNa
selling I Bonusesl Start
immediatelyl Genuine
opportunityl AushSA5.e.:
VK.C'SUITE 174I06IN.FEDERAL BNY
HOLLYWOOD,FL 33020
by Kelly Millington
Staff Writer. ... ...
After three years of ope ration, the BSU
women's Center is still in its infant stages.
However, graduate assistant and new
Programming Coordinator Marta Watson
has high hopes for the Center's develop-
ment. Watson accepted the position only
recently, and continues to familiarize herself
with the goals and purposes of the facility,
"It's different than a lot of other organi-
zations thai are trying to help students suc-
ceed," she said. "It's stricllyfor .
women ... and it's just a location where
women can feel free to come and help each
other."
Besides offering a place.for women to
meet, a major focus of the center is events
which draw attention'iowomen's issues.
- Among these is Women's History Month,
and.Watson plans to feature a prominent
speaker at one ofthe forums. However, she
wouldn 'trevealthc possible guest because
"if it doesn't pan out, we'll all be disap-
pointed.".
Among other activities, Watson is espe- .
cially excited about the upcoming Mentor
for a Dayprograin. Twenty~five outstanding-
women students are nominated byprofes- -
e na on's .~ er n college m ng-
Is. seeKIng.an energetlc, entrepreneurial
student for the poslUon of campus rep.
No sa!9s Involved. Place adverUslngon
bulletin boards for companies siJcli as
American Express -and MIcrosoft. '-
Great part-time job earnings. Choose
your own hours; 4-8.lioursper week
requlled. C8Jt .: ..".: . .. ,....• C8n1Mis .. .. . ..
Arnenc.1 ~~COrp. ,
4012ndAYelUWat,SeIIIIe. WA98.1.1.9.·.. (III) 41'1.z4M Ed. 4444' .
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5 Bar Brunch $9099
- .... . ~-
Monday - Fish It ips 011you can eatl
Tuesday a Pizza &" d dal
Twisted Tliesd,y ..L()"g 'sr,"ds ~~.7)
Sunday • BURGER SPECIALSl18
B~ 1,next one $2.50
Happy Hour r s 'ills
Two Happy Hour Specials
F lou5 New enu
709 E. Park Blvd.345 ..2929 1555 Droadv,myAve. 344 ..3691
-
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On the run
'Trail running at.homeand abroad
III realized I
could run
instead
of ride:'
byam M111er
I have enjoyed many outdoor activities. But only
recently did I discover trail running.
It was really by accident that I even started to run at
all. About two years ago, I was doing a lot of mountain
biking. It provided casy access to the outdoors, and I real-
ly like being outdoors. Then, one morning, l awoke to
find my sturdy steed was not where I had tied it up the
night before. I had turned that bike into a way of life, an
addiction of sorts. I now knew how the Lone Ranger felt
- when Silver ran off without him. .
My girlfriend, an avid runner, bought me a pair of run-
ning shoes to make up for the loss. At the time, I thought,
"This will never suffice." I rode to get the rush and get
away.
But my opinion soon changed.
I was out for a run one day and dashed up Camel's
Back. I stopped and looked over the back side and real-
ized I could run instead of ride.
Overwhelmed with joy, I took off
down the hill and up 8th Street. I
wanted to run my favorite riding
trail. And that's what I did.
I got to the trail head. There it
was: my Yellow Brick Road to'
happiness. I was deliriously thrilled
to be in my natural surroundings
again. It was early spring, andthe
run-off had been extremely high
that year. The little creek turned,
into a torrid of water. The only way
to get over the stream was to go through it. Wet feet and
all,l plodded along happily. The path was lined with new
flowers coming up and birds singing their spring songs.
Below, the stream babbled on to its destiny.
The farther up the trail I went, the more snow dotted
the ground. Soon ice covered the trail. I finally reached
the point where I was actually slipping back down the
path. I headed back from my wondrous adventure.
That day, I started noticing the tracks of mountain bik-
ers, anxious and ready to test their wheels. These left deep
ruts that became cemented in the trail for the rest of the
year, and opened the trail up to erosion. Anxious and
ready mountain bikers were unwittingly putting more
wear and tear on the trail than it could handle.
When my friends and I went to Europe this summer, I
took my running shoes.
- Our first stop was London. I tried to run awy from that
mess but could never see my way out. Soon I stopped try-
ing altogether.
-
It wasn't until Luxembourg that I got excited about
trail running again. Luxembourg reminded me of Sun
Valley, only slightly bigger. This beautiful city, set in
cliffs on the edge of a large forest, is where a large strong-
hold once stood. The remnants of the fortress lie all over
the city. Friends and I would wake up and take off along
the old city wall. We actually found archer turrets built
into the cliffs. It was an exciting place to run.
Another great location is Prague. In a large park on the
side of a hill-where dirt paths turn into paved paths, and
then back to dirt-we would weave our way around trees
and rock columns that appeared out of nowhere.
Sometimes I would stop and try my hand at climbing one.
But the best trails to run or bike saved themselves for
last. Sweden features trails everywhere. We stayed out-
side Stockholm, near one of the country's many lakes.
The woods around our house were dense with trees and
underbrush. All we had to do was cross the street to
where the main trail started. But I couldn't stay on the
main trail long. Soon I was running off into the wild, feel-
ing like an apeman. I scraped past
trees, slipped in loose gravel,
jumped over fallen logs, and
bounded from one boulder to
another.
I once startled a deer and
thought it would be fun to try and
outrun the fast critter. The crea-
ture left me in the dust, off the
trail and lost. It look about an
hour to find any path, and when I
did,1 wasn't sure it was the right
one. However, I eventually found
a road that led to town, and signs
brought me to the house. Though occasionally lost, I still
had a good time.
When I returned from Europe, I couldn't wait to try
some of myoId favorites .The first day back, a friend and
I went for a walkabout by Reserve Road. Theplace was
burnt out. It wasn't the same trail I had left behind. My
friend even asked, "Is this where they filmed the whole
Vietnam WarT'Then, less than a week later, an unlucky
law enforcement officer burnt down a good portion of the
foothills, not to mention putting people's homos and lives
in danger.
Two weekends ago, in Burns, Ore., a powwow was
held to pray for recovery from the fires. The Native
Americans believe fires are a way for the earth to cleanse
itself. I, too, went and prayed for the earth's restoration.
However, the threat of more fire is still not gone; the dan-
ger remains out there. And I'm sure no one wants to be
stuck with a large clean-up bill.
Clippings
compiled by Rhett Tanner
Bolse'State-based environmental cen-
ter plans national role
The passage of the Safe Drinking Water Act
Amendments on Aug. 2 could provide leadership oppor-
tunities for a regional Environmental Finance Center
based at Boise State University, the center's director
said.
The amendment, authored by Idaho Sen. Dirk
Kempthorne, includes $1.5 million each year through
2003 to fund training and technical assistance for com-
munity water systems.
Based on previous research projects,the BSU-based
center will be a strong candidate to receive a significant
portion of the funds allocated in the amendment, said
Jim Weatherby, director of the public affairs program at
BSU.
Last year the center and the Idaho Division of
Environmental Quality conducted nationally recognized
research that focused on water systems in rural commu-
nities.
"Our project specifically addressed the viability and
development capacity of drinking water systemsin small
communities.
"These issues are at the heart of the new amendment,
and our research puts us in a position to emerge as a
-national leader in this field," said Weatherby.
Weatherby will submit a proposal to the
Environmental Protection Agency this month. He said
his proposal will outline how theBSU center can help
small community water systems develop managerial,
technical and financial mechanisms that remain viable.
"We are grateful for Senator Dirk Kernpthorne's
sponsorship of this important legislation and for the sup-
port of Representative Mike Crapo in the House of
Representatives," Weatherby added. '
The Environmental Finance Center at BSU includes
faculty from Boise State, Idaho State and the University
of Idaho. The center-was established in 1995 and serves
as the regional center for Idaho, Alaska, Oregon and
Washington.
"We appreciate the support from EPA Region 10
administrator Chuck Clarke, who has been instrumental
in the development of the center," Weatherby said.
OOD
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.-..' - .Seiko Instruments
SII PERSONAL
ORGANIZER $1695
• Stores personal data
• Great for daily schedules
• Easy to
use
DF3400
••: STORE 'HOURS
: MON- TUES .. 8AM·7PM :
• WED -'FRI..~......BAM'-· 5PM •• •• SAT ; lOAM ·5PM ••
PHONE
208-385-1559
1-800-992-8398
INTERNET ADDRESS :
: http://bsu_bkst.idbsu.edu•
•
•--- ••• ••••••
WEBSTER'S
SPELLING
CORRECTOR
• Spell corrects 80,000 words
• Defines commonly confused words
NCS-l01 $~1895
-·.-..~ - ...-..- •
OKIDATAOL600e PRINTER
• Compact personal printer now with 600 dpl
class output. Fester- 6 pages per minute
• Wjndows 95 compatible .• '
$39900
.....................................................................................
BJC·4100
Outstanding Office Quality
Performance
Professional quality printing at 720 x
360 dpi for vibrant colors and bold
blacks. Includes the Canon Creative
CD-ROM. $22900
You want to
. f~irst to ---------
be the
14900
BJC·210 Incredible Color
Awesome color that won't break the
budget at 360 x 360 dpi. Includes the
Canon Creative CD·ROM,
EASY PHOTO READER
• Automatically gets your photos into the computer
• Copy color or black & white photos into your
computer with the push of a button
• No hands required: feeder reads automatically
• Get any photo into your computer up to 5" x 7"
• Easy Photo software included
WAS$23900 NOW $149°0
Macintosh.
More flexible than ever.
We don't know how you'll fill in the blank,
That's why we make Macintosh' computers
so flexible. To help you be the first to do
whatever you want to do.And with word
processing, easy Intemet access, powerful
multimedia and cross-platform compati-
bility, a Mac' makes it even easier to do it.
How do you get started? Visit your campus
computer store today and pick up a Mac.
....................................•............................. , .
IOMEGA Zip Drive
• 100MB per disk
• Portable
• Fast and easy :J.. drives in one!
THIS AFFORDABLE removable cartridge drive includes free Zip Tools software to
organize and manage your files. Zip is easy to use and hook up to a SCSI or
parallel port. Perfect for laptop users or travelers. 100MB Zip disks are affordable
and big enough to use for individual applications and projects. .
$12900 After $5000 Mail-in Rebate
{Rebate offer expires 9/30/96j
lO~Packofl00MB DISKS $130°0
After $2000 Mail·in Rebate
Leave
c;JCJ% ,~NI'I'Om/II//ln: II/c,m 1'I:~h'.\·1't',\('''n~1 AI¥,/I'. II", Applc' IIJ.~IJ.,I/IfC tll·tI.1/tldnllh'IJ ((n·I'C~~i.lkJ'nllmrl"J1Il1rh orv'/,/c' (.'rJll1/1ult'l: Inc. AlI.lltfdlllO.lh
IWJI/lltll'/'.I' an' rlt'\'/:r:'IIi~111IhI' tlCt'I'.\\ilJft' 1o mduid/ftll.\ ffHb dt:\(/lJih(l: 7b1t~/I'III1I()ft'''): fllI~r). (all ,"l'f/rJ·(jf)(J·-:SfJ8ol' nfS()(J.?;;.OfJ{JI.
Visit your campus computer store for
the best deals ona Mac_
lFiE BOOKSTOREIuit Boise State UniversityPower MacIntosh" 5260
I'oU'CTPC"GOjelIOO.lIH:lIG.IIB RAJI
800,I11V4X CD·/lO,\/II(' display
(;olor StyleWrlter" 2500
720xjGOdp{
0It1y$349
Color StyreWriter'1500
720.rjGO dp{
0110' $259 Free one-year Apple warran~y.
Offer expIm Odeber II, 19% No paymml of Inlerf~1 or principal uilllM required, lor 90 do)" lnteres! aa:nlln8 dUring Ihls 90.doy fJer/O!J uill be added 10 11Mprincipal and uin boar Inlemf, u'hleb u'lli be induded In tbe ~ 711 hrcJ.
an ,4nnnal l'erm1/iJ8e /late (AP/I) of 13.93"- A /1I()nlbly /XI)71Iml 0/ m,88/or lhe Pourr Mac' 5260 $),/"" Is an estimate haw on a lotalloan amount 0/11,911.89, u1J1cb indude: a sample purcbas« pr/«0/11799 and a ~ loa":: ~crigf "~, FOfire.x;mple, the "",nih 0{May 1996had an InteresJ mte of 11.15" uiJiJ
buslnessdnJloflhernonlb In Thew.dl SIreeI}oumaI,plusa ,'{JretIdof39%. Monihly/XI)'1IIenlandAPR shoun asst/m" dejl!l7llml o/prindpal allddoes nollndutkstaJeorlocalsaleslax, 7beA/J{JleCompIII,.,. Loan "';"an B)'OXlrloa/l1ml ~1a IOnI' re,. nlmsllslwiablebasai on tblPrlme/lateos rF/JOrltrl. on 'he5JiJ
may 1.'11'1 tkpendlns on acJual rompuJer sysltm prias, Io/4llaan amounts, stale aiuf /()ca/ saks taxes and a change In lhe monlh(Y /'IIrlable InlcrrsJ rale, ©1996Afple Cnll1{Jlller, Inc, All rigbts resmrd A/{ile. lbe A/{ilc logo Appll.'Care u::nPri~o ~7pa~7Zl/l::1a/Z:nd Issllbject 10 credJJ fJ/ProIXtI, ~1onJhIy /XI)'1IIenls
are rrr,IsIm!d trademarh 0/Apple CnI/1{JUlet; In, Power Alae Is a Irrukmarj of A/{JIe Cnll1{Jul,.,., In~ l'vurrPC Is a Irrukmarj 0enlernallonal Business Machines Cn.porallon, used under licmre lberrj'rom, "rr, ac, an,""" • "J0rma, i'ouocr/Jo(j, Pourr Mae:ln1Illb mid SlyiJJ'Ht/A'r
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n expedition
up 8tn Street
by John Tone
Photographer
by Rhett Tanner
More than $1 million.
More than 14,000 acres.
Yep, the Eighth Street fire, which appears to have
been started by an off-duty policeman firing a military
assault rifle with tracer bullets, has been costly, both to
humans and the landscape. Rhett Tanner, Arbiter pho-
tographer John Tone and I took a quick drive up Eighth
Street to get-a first-hand.look at the damage.
On one hand, the fire wasn't as bad as it could have
been. Since the primary fuel was dry grass, the fire
moved fast, a "flash fire" as Ed' Brown, an information
and education officer with the Mississippi Forestry
Commission's South Central District, called it. Thus, the
fire did not blaze as it
did in the forested areas
of the Foothills. In the
timber, the fire found
abundant fuel to feed on,
burning slower yet hot-
ter.
Usually, soil is, as
Brown described it, "like
a sponge:" it absorbs
water, slowing the runoff
considerably. And
though the flash fire that
raced up the grass-cov-
ered parts of the
Foothills didn't burn as
hot as a timber fire, it did
bake the ,earth enough to de-sponge the soil. Since the
fire swept through so late in the summer, plants will
have no time to recolonize the area before winter.
This means the next time Boise receives rain, the sur-
face will repel, not absorb. End result: a greater risk of
mudslides, a larger amount of dirt and sediment in the
areas streams and rivers. And watch out when spring
thaw and the ensuing runoff come.
Officials arc limiting access to the Foothills until
rehabilitation crews can begin working in the area, a
decision motivated primarily by concerns for public
safety, said Brown.
For example, Brown pointed out a string of barb
wire, once part of a fence destroyed in the blaze. The
The Environmental Science and Research Foundation
of Idaho Falls will be placing an information display
describing the Foundation's Idaho National Engineering-_
Laboratory off-site environmental surveillance program
at the Boise Public Library during the month of Sept.
The Foundation is a nonprofit organization that con-
ducts environmental surveillance, ecological research
and environmental education/public relations programs.
Through a contract with the Department of Energy, the
Foundation conducts the off site environmental surveil-
lance program .at the INEL. The program involves test-
ing potential pathways that radio nuclides could take
from the INEL to members of the public and the off site
environment. Potential pathways the foundation samples
include --air, water, soil, game animals, livestock and,..... --1
locally grown foodstuffs, such as potatoes, wheat; milk
and garden lettuce.
The purpose of the display is to inform the public
about the INEL off site environmental surveillance pro-
gram. Specifically, this display describes environmental
surveillance around the INEL and explains the results of
the program. The foundation is in the process of review-
ing the off-site program to determine if it can be done
more economically and wants the public to be involved.
Therefore, citizens arc encouraged to express their con-
cerns about the monitoring of potential off site effects of
INEL operations and to provide suggestions for
improvement.
Members of the public who arc interested in the pro- -
gram but arc unable to visit the display can call (208)
525-7071 or send e-mail to foundation@env.esrf.isu.edu
for morc information about the INEL off site environ-
mental surveillance program. Boise Public Library hours
arc Monday, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.; Tuesday through
Thursday, 10 a.m, to 9 p.m.: Friday, 10 a.rn. to 6 p.m.;
and Saturday and Sunday, noon to 5 p.m.
wire, blackened by smoke, lay among the ashes on the
ground-well-camouflaged, as if it were waiting to snag
an unsuspecting foot or bicycle tire.
What docs stand out in the hills are the trails, Lines
of brown crisscross the hills. However, not all of these
trails were availablc.-or even visible-to the public
before the fire. And some are not safe. A similar fire in
California a few
years ago
revealed a deer
trail amidst the
human paths.
This trail quick-
ly became pop-
ular with moun-
tain bikers.
However, the
four-footed
builders of this
trail had
designed it to
go right to the
edge of a cliff,
at which point
they turned
FIPE INFORMATION OFFICER co OROWN INSI'EeTS right and blazed
OIoMAGE CAUSCD OY TIlE OTII STREeTTIRE, their way paral-
'lel to the drop-off.
The deer didn't. share their plans. Though the deer
could navigate the turn in their trail easily, the speeding
bikers could not.
OOD
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Other regional centers arc located at the University of
New Mexico, Cleveland State, University of Maryland,
Syracuse University and California State at Hayward.
Idaho agriculture exports soar
Idaho's exports of agriculture products arc up nearly
20 percent from 1994. Recently released figures indicate
that 1995 agriculture exports from Idaho reached $895.3
million compared to $728.8 million the previous year.
The leading product categories were vegetables and
preparations (including processed potatoes) at $310.4
million, followed by wheat and wheat products at
$304.7 million.
"Idaho is known worldwide for its quality agricul-
ture," said Patrick A. Takasugi, director of the Idaho
Department of Agriculture. "At the Department we arc
committed to building export markets for Idaho's food
and agriculture products."
The Department began a marketing program in 19R7
that supports domestic and international market develop-
ment through targeted trade missions, trade education
and promotions.
"Just since 1991, Idaho agriculture exports have
increased almost 40 percent," Takasugi said.
U.S. Department of Agriculture figures indicate the
top markets for US consumer-oriented food products arc
Japan, Canada, Hong Kong and Mexico. Asia is the
fastest growing market in the world for high-value pro-
duce and processed foods.
"Idaho is well positioned to tap into these lucrative
markets," said Laura M. Hobbs, international trade spe-
cialist with the Idaho Department of Agriculture. "Our
inland port of Lewiston and proximity to the Pacific
Coast puts us at a competitive advantage over our east-
ern neighbors."
In addition to fresh and processed vegetables and
wheat products, Idaho is a major exporter of seeds, live
animals and meat, hides and skins, dairy products, feed
grains, animal feeds ~nd fresh fruit.
"With a slow-growing US economy, exports markets
arc critical to increased sales of agriculture products and
increased revenue to Idaho's farmers," said Takasugi.
"With markets opening up in China, South America and
even Eastern Europe, we can look forward to increased
rewards for Idaho."
To develop sales throughout Latin America, the
Department manages the Idaho-Mexico Trade Office in
Guadalajara in cooperation with the Department of
Commerce and several of Idaho's agricultural commodi-
ty commissions.
"The office has been instrumental in developing
buyer contacts and providing market information to
Idaho exporters," said Hobbs. "It is strategically located
to capitalize upon the growing markets throughout the
Latin America region."
INEL off-site environmental
surveillance program display to
appear at Boise Public Library
1
"l
-;,1
Hunt access still available
The U.S. Forest Service has closed part of one popu-
lar road into an early elk hunt in Unit 39, but road access
is still available.
The Forest Service barricaded Bogus Basin Road to
Shafer Butte because of heavy equipment traffic as fire
crews continue to battle the huge foothills fire that
burned from Boise into the timberline Aug. 26. A con-
trolled elk hunt in Unit 39-1 with 100 permits was set to
begin Aug. 30.
Though one of the most-used routes into the unit is
blocked by the Forest Service closure, the hunt area
remains accessible. The Harris Creek road is open and
hunters may also usc the road from Horseshoe Bend to
Placerville. Numerous smaller forest roads branch from
this main road.
A Forest Service spokesman said the hunting unit
itself has not been touched by fire so far.
OOD
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~ .. PIaJ1a future that soars.
Take your science-related degree
Into the Air Force, and become an
officer In the Biomedical Sciences
Corps, You'll learn more, you'll grCMI
faster-you'll work with other dedi·
cated professionals In a quality envi-
ronment where your contributions
are needed.
In short, you'll gain more of every-
thing that matters most to you. Yw
and the Air Force. Launch now-call
USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLLEREE .
1-800·423·USAF
T'.'C~)1'~ Shuv-v:~2';~""···"b' (: Groovy, Retro, Screaming Clothing .
. Tuesday - Saturday
11em - 6 p.m.
·3017 W. State St.
Just west of State Court Cafe
1a-, aI46 '"", 4dt awt dtatIe.
Free monthly giveiJwoys worth $50
WE TAKE CONSIGNMENTSIII
HISTORY IN THE 'MARKING
. .
Rainbow tr~ufstocklngreport .
Personnel from the Idaho 'Department of Fish
and-Game's Nampa Hatchery will be releasing.
more than 16,000. catchable-sized rainbow trout at .
the following locations during September. The
number of trout actually released may be altered by
weather,' water conditions, equipment· problems or
schedule changes. If delays occur, trout will be
stocked when conditions become favorable.
No,ofTrou\
Increased crop dusting activities
Due to the recent confirmation of the plant dis-
ease known as "late blight" in Idaho's potato crop,
growers throughout the state have initiated aerial
applications to control the outbreak. The disease
ugent is a fungus, andapplicators arc applying
fungicide formulations. Based on confirmed out-
breaks of the blight, area growers and commercial
applicators will be. applying fungicide to contain
further spread of the fungus, which can literally
destroy the present crop and affect long term stor-
age of the commodity, as well as next year's crops.
Currently, 11 fungicide products registered in
Idaho to use on potatoes for late blight. These prod.
ucts may be mixed with other agrichcrnicals, such
as insecticides, for the control of aphids or stickers
(adjuvants) that allow the chemicals to remain on
the plant foliage for a longer period of time. This
increases the level of pestor disease control.
Increased aerial applications to control late
blight will continue until vine kill-back is complet-
ed prior to harvest. Harvest will continue through
late-Oct. on 408,000 acres of potatoes throughout
-thc state.
BirdingIslandPond
BoiseRiver(Boise)
"Boise -River(Eagle'toMiddleton)
CaldwellPondNo.3"
DuffLanePond
HorseshoeBendPond
MarsingPond
ParkCenterPond
PayeueRiver
RiversidePond
Sawyer'sPond
SportsplexPond
Veteran'sPond
WilsonSpring
WilsonSpringPonds
300
4,000
2,000
750
250
1,000
1,000
- 1,000
J,OOO
500
1,000
300
1,000
500
1,500
Reward offered against
chinook salmon poaching
Public outrage at the recent killing of a protected
chinook salmon in the upper Salmon River has
translated into 'a cash reward of $1,200 offered for
information leading to conviction of the poacher.
Three conservation groups-Idaho Wildlife
Federation, Idaho Rivers United, lind Idaho Salmon
and Steel head Unlimlted-c-havc contributed $300
each to the reward fund, and CitizenllAgainst
Poaching, which operates a toll-free, confldential
phone number to recelvetlps on suspected fish and
wildlife violations, has put up anadditlonal $300.
On July 29, Idaho Dept of Fish and, Game
hatchery personnel removed a malo chinook from
the Sawtooth fish trap ncar Stanley and released it
upstream to allow the adult salmon to continue its
journey to the spawning grounds. Over thenext two
days, they discovered the severed head and tail of a
chinook in the area. A distinctive Scar .on the head
matched a mark noted on the fish taken •from the
trap on July 29.
If you have information about this crime, call the
Citizens Against Poaching HotIine,1-800-632-
5999.
Spend a wild weekend
with a bunch of bikers
Peddle out the summer on the 1996 Sawtooth
Pride Bike Ride. Join the American Lung
Association of Idaho September 14 through 16 for
three days of fun, adventure and challenge. This
fully supported bike trek offers mechanical and
medical assistance, accommodations, meals, show-
ers and complimentary massages after each day's
ride. Sag wagons will carry participants' gear.
On Day One the 140-mile course (plus 30
oplionaldownhill miles) spans from Fairfield to
Sun Valley; Day Two is reserved for Galena
Summit and Rcdfish Lake; and Day Three ends
officially at Banner Summit (but what's 30 more
miles to relaxing Kirkham Hot Springs?!).
Three or more Mends or co-workers qualify as a
team and can be registered at $70 plus $6 for each
member. A trophy will be awarded to t1{elargest
team. Individual fees are $50 each and a family or .
couple can register for a $65 fcc. There is a fund-
raising minimum of $300 per person and quality
incentives are earned at a cumulative level.
Steelhead run starts stronger
If steelhead keep moving upriver at the current
rate, anglers can look forward to a few more fish
than last year. .
So far 122,382 fish have moved over Bonneville
Dam, the first hurdle on their journey up the
. Columbia River. Last year at this time 101,144
steelhead had been counted.
The majority arc A-run steel head. These fish
enter the Columbia in June, July and August. Most
of them have spent one year in the ocean and return
to streams throughout the Columbia Basin. B-run
steel head usually spend two years in the ocean
before entering the river system in August. They arc
larger than A-run fish and spawn in the Clearwater
River. The run to date contains about 20 percent
wild stock.
Idaho fisheries biologists remain cautious about
predicting a much better season this year than last
because the run appears to be tailing off more
quickly.
The 1995-96 steel head run counted at Lower
Granite Dam was 70,417. At this time last year,
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majority of stuff we do is leasing the
building out [to groups like IJA and the
Boise Philharmonic]. Then we try to fill
in the genres that thcy don't do ... If it's
diverse and beneficial for the community,
wc'lI try it."
Many alternative acts pass on the
Morrison center, says Clark, due to its
size. "2,000 scats is oftcn too much.
They're looking for ROOor 1,000 capaci-
ty, and thc SPEC Center only holds
around 430, so it's either too many or too
fcw."
One of the other hitches at the
Morrison center is a decibel limit due to
the arena's acoustics. "It's almost always
an issue when it comes up, but if we can
get them in here and show them the place
and discuss it, it's no problem," says
Clark.
The Pavilion docs not experience the
same obstacles as the Morrison Center in
accommodating acts, but there have been
problems, One of thc situations Spencer
would wish away was the six-month
Pearl Jam fiasco, which included two
separate rejections, and accusations from
both sides of foul play.
When the band first approached the
Pavilion in early 1994, "it was in the
middle of basketball season and the
Pavilion was just plain booked," says
Spencer. "They came to us as sort of a
last-minute thing, and we couldn't
accommodate them."
That summer, Pearl Jam contacted the
Pavilion again. The holdup this time, says
Spencer, was the requirement that the
hand he responsible for selling the tickets
instead of going through the Pavilion sys-
tem. In order to avoid doing business
with Tickctmastcr, Pearl Jam went
through a fledgling ticket agency known
as ETM, and Spencer had his doubts.
"I have a perfectly good system in
place right now to distribute tickets. It's
quick, reliable and inexpensive, every-
thing that ETM wasn't. I asked them
'What if a ticket gets lost in the mail, or
we relocate the show? How will you han-
dle refunds?' They couldn't answer any
of those questions, so I told them' No
way.' If something were to go wrong,
everybody would be looking to me for
answers," says Spencer.
In the end, Spencer's concerns proved
accurate. The tour was plagued from the
beginning by all sorts of problems, and
shows were relocated, delayed and even
canceled outright.
If Pearl Jam wcre to agree to sell tick-
ets through the Pavilion, Spencer says he
would welcome thcm immediately. "It
would be a horne run show, what th!ly
call a no-brainer in our business."
Spencer is optimistic about the oppor-
tunity of alternative conccrts in the
future, "It's a cyclical busincss. Right
now, it looks like we'rc sceing a new
guard emerge, so to speak."
Clark gives another prognosis for the
futurc for alternative concerts in Boise.
"If an act comes here and they sell well,
more acts will corne."
Essentially, Boise must prove itself a
viable conllnercial market. The more
.alternative concerts that succeedcd, the
more will he booked here. Music fans
should quit complaining and go to every
conccrt that even remotely interests thcm.
That way, their drcam band is more likely
play here.
bV Josh Casten
This summer, two of the most promi-
nent alternative tours came to Boise. Tori
Amos and Bush, with the Goo Goo Dolls
and No Doubt, entertained a music-
thirsty crowd. Were these concerts just a
summer fling or a sign of things to come?
According to Charlie Spencer, assis-
tant director of the Pavilion, that's a diffi-
cu It question,
The basic criterion for any band play-
ing the Pavilion is money. The Pavilion
operates without funding from the univer-
sity or the state. "The first thing we ask is
'Will it sell?' And Ihen, it's a question of
how much, and will it be enough to pay
tho bills'!"
Tho problem of selling enough tickets
is onc that TJ. Clark, director of opera-
tions at the Morrison Center, has also
faced. Many alternative acts simply can't
draw enough ticket sales in the white-
bread Boise market to warrant playing
the Pavilion or the Morrison Center,
"We gct sonic phone calls," says
Clark, "but a lot of it is acts on their way
from Denver or Salt Lake to Seattle or
Portland, or vice versa. Boise is not a city
to draw an act."
Another problem stems from a recent
lack of alternative arenas and theater
tours. "When we hook acts, a lot of it is a
question of what is out there," says
Spencer. "If there aren't any bands out
there looking to play in our arena, there
aren't any shows. After the Nirvana con-
cert, and especially after Cobain's sui-
cide, there wasn't a lot of activity coming
through the market. There weren't a lot
of national touring groups olher than club
acts. It was really a bit if a dry spell."
In addition to the lack of bands look-
ing to play in thc Pavilion, Spencer cites
security conccrns as an issue that can
cause venues to back away from certain
groups. "Crowd management is uefinitely
a factor, especially among alternative
crowds. Insurance companies are staring
to turn down bands that show a blatant
disrespect for security concerns."
Pans who get carried away hurt the
music too. "If this industry caves in, it
will be bccause the fans pushed the
destruct button, not Ihe bands," says
Spencer.
But the band's attitude still provides
the major factor. An obvious hick of con-
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cern for safety and a propensity for
inspiring violence is enough to turn a
band down, in Spencer's opinion. "Bands
like Prong or Marylin Manscn don't
leave a great trail bchind them. When
Ihey'rc talking about maiming and
killing, I want to pass on that. Sometimes
it's not a matter of if people will get
injured, but how many." That, says
Spencer, is unacceptable.
In order to insure he isn't bringing in a
trouble-making act, Spencer checks up on
everyone he hasn't heard of. IIis research
often includes talking with the band, their
management, and other venue operators.
Sometimes he will attend a show in
another city before giving the final OK.
That was the case with the Bush concert,
among others. Spencer flew to sec their
performance in Sacramento. Whilc there,
he observed everything, he says. The
band's behavior, the crowd activity, even
items most of us would consider inane
like the parking situation and the food
and beverage vending setup, fcll under
Spencer's scrutiny.
"Then I talkcd to the band, talked to
the management and thought they were
all intelligcnt and understood my con-
cerns," says Spencer.
And for all his work, Spencer was
rewarded. "All the homework paid off in
full," he says. "We couldn't have asked
for anything better [from the Bush con-
cert]."
The only negative from the show,
which sold out and saw little more than a
few twisted ankles and smashed toes, was
the problem that arose from the seating
arrangcmcnt-first come, first serve floor
scats. All the concert-goers lined up
early. "What we found was that lining up
12,000 pcople through the campus is not
appropriate."
"In the future, we won't have an all-
general admission setup, although it is
certainly possible to sell reserved scats
for the upper levels and sell separate floor
tickets that would be gcneral admission,"
says Spencer.
In the case of the Tori Amos concert, a
promoter who had bookcd acts including
Peter, Paul and Mary and John Prine at
ihe center contacted Carter about hosti ng
a show in Boise. "I didn~t evcn know
who she was, but the first show sold out
in two days, and I was delighted."
Rcgarding alternative acts, Clark says
he doesn't differentiate. "If they want 10
play, and we have a date, it's no problem.
But we don't go after too much stuff. The
Errata non importata
Cheer up, music fans. So maybe KISS
wasn't your first choice, or you didn't
even care. Boise has a real problem when
it COlIl\~S to allracting concerts to the
Pavilion. For more about that, check out
our lead article "Why Boise Gels
Burned."
In club news, things look good. The
Reverend Ilorton Heat played at the Mint
in Hailey, and Rage Against the Machine
will rock next week at the Old Pen in
Boise. Fishbone will arrive at Bogie's
soon, while an up-and-coming hand,
Modest Mouse, will perform at Neurolux
Sept. 12.
. Anyway, GO. Support your local
music scene or quit bitching.
The Arbiter wants your involvement.
In order to serve you better, the benevo-
lent souls at IIootenanny lire abolishing
their tired, preconceived, perhaps elitist
notions of art, and want readers to help
determine what they read about.
If you feel your artistic needs haven't
been served, let us know, If you're a
country fan, speak up. Some of the best
country acts around moxie through here,
but we rarely cover them, If you think
that stinks, tell Thc/vrbitcr, And if there
is something brewing out there in the
Boise area we are totally ignorant of,
drop us a line. We're here to serve you.
Likewise, if you aren't concerned with
student poetry or anything else in here,
say so. But be constructive. Anything
remotely close to "It sucks, dude" will be
ignored.
My point: this is YOUl paper and we
sometimes assume students will want to
read everything we print. This is insane.
With your help, you will have a paper
that suits your needs better.
Please fill out this questionnaire. Tear
it out and hring it over to our little hovel,
We're down in the basement of SUB
Annex B, directly across University
Drive from the SUB Garno Room, which
is mighty convenient for us. And for
God's sake, usc the crosswalk.-.losh
Cas/ell
Whllt Is your fuvnrlte 1I11stopic?
Rate the following In Importance, 5
belng the hIghest:
o Art (pulntlng, sculpture, crafts)
o Music (all types)
o Film and Theutel'
o Opera lind Muslculs
o Dunce (Opera, Modern)
Whut other tOllles would you liI,e to
sce covel'ed III Hootellunny?
Which gcnres of' nmslc III'C you most
Interested In'!
o Top 40 U Country
o .fllzz U Clllsslclll
o Rock UHard Rocl<
o Alt Rocl< U 1111) Hop
DUrban U FoIl<
Any others'! _
, ,
"
I
" I
i'l
Sun. Tues. & Wed.
$1 .50 - domestic pints
$2.50 - premium pints
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Uve Music Tuesday:- Sunday
$1.25 '
well drinks
$3.00
"cover
charge
no
cover
charge
no
cover
charge
.'. .. ".
Blues • Soul • Rock • R&B
Hoochie Coochie Men
,
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Austin Texas Guitar Blues
Richard Soliz
1010 Main Street
345-6605
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Roots • Rock • Reggae
The Tourists
....
Come visit Boise's
most
.popular
billiards room!
Hoochie Coochie
Jam Session
Voted Boise's
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$tqdentswho do not require dial-in' access may use~-mail and the internet, 'through Varney, at theBSU computer labs. A-
new account mustbe set up by August 30, at B-116. Allprevious student accounts will be deleted on that date.
Students who want dial-in access from home must purchase a dial-in plan from an internet service provider. Studerit dial- ,
inwillnotbe available through Boise State University. .
B6ise.State University negotiated' a contract with Micron Internet Services to provide a dial-in plan called Surf-n-
Toss ™ and Surf-n-Cash™,for BSU students. The plan provides dial-in at three reasonable rate levels. Surf-n-Toss™
'will be available at the Bookstore beginning August 19, 1996. '
'Sur(~n~'TossTMis a prepaid plan.The first-time charge forSurf-n-Toss™ is $54'.9S"which includes an account set-up
fee and $36.00 worth of internet time that can be used at the rate levels shown below. When $36.00 worth of time has
expired, additional Surf-nCash TM may be purchased in $20.00 increments from the Bookstore. Students who purchase
Internet access from Micron Internet Services will not need orbe issued a BSU e-mail account. Micron Internet Services
accounts will be accessible from BSU computer labs.
Plan
Unlimited Hours
Hourly Monthly Annual Set-Up
Charge Charge . Charge Charge
NA NA NA $18.95
--- --- ..._-
$.15 NA NA $18.95
$0.60 NA NA $18.95
Flyers with further information on theSurf-n-Toss™ internetaccess plan are available at the Bookstore and outside B-116;
Popular
60 Hours,
Occasional
5 hours
N'EED CHRISTMAS MONEY'!
NEED EXTRA MONEY?
PHONATHON '96 NEEDS YOU I
From Oct. 1-30" students are needed for
BSU's telemarketing team two nights a,'
week (you pick the nights) from 6-9:30 p.'mi."
Calling takes place oil campus. " '"
Cullers earn:
.$5pcr hour
• free long distance phoneclllis
• $3 food coupol'ipershift
• bonuses
.,paid training
• marketable skills
, • future job references
• new friends
• prizes
For more information, contact Kim Philipps"
BSUFoundation, Education Building,Room',
'. 725A,,Or call 385-1326. Don't wait, positions
A fast. '
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Lin food vendors. The musical lineup highlights Boisefavorites A Bomb Shooz, Black Diamond, and Fat Johnand the Three Slims. Thirty-five food and drink vendors
will dish out a wide variety of eats, from Mardi Gras
Foods' alligator and crab cakes to Big City Burrito"s
vegetarian burritos and pita pockets.
For 50 cents, kids can create tile magnets, animal
masks, customized cookies, bead bracelets, windsocks
and other nifty crafts in the big white tent occupied by
the Beaux Arts Societe's Children's Art Festival.
Art in The Park is Boise Art Museum's annual fund
raiser. In addition, the Boise Art Museum will offer half-
price admission during the hours of the festival.
For morc information, call thc BAM at 345-8330.
r s
Art in The Park opens Sept. 6
Head to Julia Davis Park this weekend for the 42nd
annual Art in The Park. Admission is free for the entire
event, from noon to 8 p.m. Friday,lO a.m, to 8 p.rn.
Saturday, and 10 a.m. to 6 p.m, Sunday.
Art in The Park is a regional arts and crafts festival
featuring more than 270 artists displaying and selling
pottery, wood, glass. folk art, toys, clothing, photogra-
phy, painting, jewelry, sculpture, and other collectibles.
This year will include 30 additional booths, with more
than a quarter of the artists new to the festival.
The fair will also feature musical entertainment and
,',
Faculty Artist Series Continues
BSU voice Professor Lynne Berg, baritone, will pre-
Think Spring Break. Bank of America
is. In fact, they want to send you and
three friends on a Spring Break
getaway with Alaska Airlines.
Or p)ve you other cool prlzes like
a Spcdalizef'rnomtain bike, a
Pcntlumcomputer even $1000
towards your tuition.
Open any BofApersonal checking
account and you'll be automatically
entered to win. You'll get your first
order of checks free, too. Also
available: low cost Versate(Checklng,
student loans, credit cards, and more.'
SipJ1up today at any local branch or
call 1·800·442·5002. (TIY/rDD
users dial 1·800·232·6299.)
sent an evening of
songs by Samuel
Barber and Robert
Schumann as part of
the Faculty Art ist
Series at 7:30 p.m. on
Scpt. 27 at the
Morrison Center
Recital Hall. Berg will
be accompanied by
pianist Del Parkinson.
The first half of the
recital will consist of
eight poems by James
Joyce set to music by
Barber. Schumann's
"Licderkrcis, Opus 39" will complete the second half of
the performance. The piece is a cycle of 12 songs based
on poems by Joseph von Eichendorff.
Tickets to the recital are' $S 'general, $3 seniors and
free to all students, faculty and staff and are available at
the door. Call 385-3980 for more information.
Exhibit depicts
natural
processes
Josh Casten
Hootenanny Editor
"The Physiology of the Electron," a collection of
paintings by Dennis DeFoggi, shows through Sept. 6 in
thc Student Union Gallery.
The exhibit is inspired, DeFoggi says, by "an eclectic
assortment of ideas and theories, from physics to meta-
physics ... They are a visual distillation of my observa-
tions, reflections, and thoughts concerning nature and
natural processes."
Look for bright colors, intricate patterns and the
strong sense of geometrical order inherent in nature.
DeFoggi's work was chosen by the Art Advisory
Board because of its "bold 'use of color, the fact that it's
collectable work and the excitement the pieces will give
you to look at," says Rob Meyer, Student Activities
director.
The advisory board reviews entries by students, staff,
alumni and community members. All artists must submit
10 slides, a resume and a statement.
The advisory board selects 12 artists a year for dis-
play. Right now, says Meyer, there are still three open-
ings for exhibits.
After eight
months of
cafeteria f d,
all-nighters,
cram d d ms,
and that
annoying r
down the hal J,
y 11be ready
for ~thiso
ReaJlyread~
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MODESTMOUSE Will ploy tho Nuerolux with
764·HERO ond Caustic RosIn Septembor 12.
"Detroit Rock City" won't be
heard in reckless Boise City .
Nope, buying the CDs isn 'tthe same as being at the
concert. After all, KISS is more ahout theutrics than
music-but at least you can rely on a CD, Still, one won-
ders if this is the last chance to sec Gene Simmons blow
fire and regurgitate fake blood, 358 pints over the dura-
tion of the tour, to be exact. Oh well.
Joe Rclk
\ '\ \ ' \\ ,'.,
·.Low~itg::Tii~'\cos.
of HigheT EducationUG
Every Day
oComputers & Accessories
eSoftware
o School Supplies
o Printers, Fax Machines, Calculators
and Other auslness Machines '
o Furniture
Plus, check out the in-store
Business Center for all your
printing and copying needs
Call 1- 00-557-3376
for the store nearest you
51011 Writer
The KISS army is moving 11 semis and six tour
buses, $7 million worth of pyrotechnics, lighting and
staging, 60 production people and four original members
in full make-up across the nation to 10.2 million KISS
fans. Unfortunately, Boise won't be part of the KISS
musical orgy.
The concert has been cancelled. Refunds am available
only at the Pavilion box office.
A couple years ago a friend went to see them in Boise
on the Revenge Tour. "They'll never come back," she
said. "There was nobody there. They didn't even do an
encore."
Is this last-minute hold-out revenge on Boise for the
paltry showing at the Revenge Tour" Only the painted
faces know for sure.
Actually, if you still want to sec KISS tonight, go
ahead. But you better have cable. The band was added to
the lineup of musicians and other celebrities to apPGar on
the MTV Video Music Awards.
But KISS fans need not dispair. For the price of a
ticket they can purchase a I<ISS concert or two, on CD.
KISS ALIVE 11/ represents a good mix of new and old
tunes performed live, but without original members Ace
Frehley and Peter Criss.
Smashes, Thrashes and l lits provides another good
altcrnutlvc for KISS concert cancellation withdrawal.
This is the essential I<ISS, from the early hits like
"Deuce" to the power ballad '80s lineup, which produced
winners like "Heaven's on Fire" and "Tears Arc
Falling."
The only drawbacks on this compilation arc two pre-
viously unreleased songs-"Lets Put The X In Sex" and
"(You Make Me) Rock liard," soulless odes to the penis,
lyrically consistent with early KISS, but without any
memorable guitar riffs to back it up. My guess is these
tracks were put in to get die-hard KISS fans to buy the
disc, who otherwise had all the other songs, albeit on
vinyl.
Kiss My Ass, a compilation of tribute tracks from
other bands, is worth it just for the Garth Brooks version
of "I lard Luck Woman." Other standouts include Gin
Blossoms' take on "Christine Sixteen" and "Detroit Rock
City" by The Might Mighty Bosstoncs (The Mighty
who?).
This disc also offers comic relief. It's hard to figure if
Lenny Kravitz is impersonating KISS or a cat in a
blender, on his version of "Deuce." Otherwise awesome
Toad The Wet Sprocket offers a totally uninspiring,
twangy version of "Rock And Roll All Nite," which will
rock and roll you to sleep. At about a fourth the original
song's speed, the only people this effort might inspire to
"party every day" are the nursing home crowd-a new
generation of KISS fans perhaps.
KISS also has an unplugged album out, which isn't
half had, and offers II second look at some oft overlooked
KISS gems, like "A World Without Heroes."
To round out your i<ISS listening enjoyment try
Music From The Elder, Yes, it was II flop, hut critics
liked it for good reason. It is the KISS alhum that isn't
new KISS and isn't old KISS, but sort of exists on its
own. Tinges of ELO (yes, ELO) color this effort musi-
cally, while it's perhaps the only attempt by the group
lyrically to pen anything beyond sex, drugs, and rock lind
roll. You won't find much of this one on any of the COIll-
pilation CDs.
• J
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No Code's dark
brilliance worth deciphering
by Josh (asteR
Hootenanny Editor
This may be an over-generalization, but it seems
most bands start out with a defined, independent sound,
find fame, and sec their style get watered down. The
great ones avoid this pattern.
Over the course of their career, Pearl Jam has steered
clear of this path. In fact, Pearl Jam operates in reverse.
They began with arena-rock anthems and a ton of fame.
Since then, they have avoided the media's hype machine
with religious fervor, and have taken more and more
risks musically.
While Vs. was a lean, unified rock follow-up to Tell,
they mixed it up considerably with Vitalogy, a surprising
collection of l\ few brilliant songs, some so-so tunes, and
a bunch of crap that even Ween wouldn't have put oul.
But in the midst of that confusion, it was clear this was a
new Pearl Jam, aggressive, edgy and gutsy.
It's this new Pearl Jam that releases No Code. Most
akin in tempo and style to Vs., but without the radio-
friendly emotional anthems like "Daughter" and
"Dissident," No Code is a gritty, complex rock record,
by far the most developed. of their career. Spiced with
material like the spiritual mantra "I'm Open" and the
near-glam moments of "Mankind," Pearl Jam has once
again displayed their confident, experimental side. But
unlike on Yltalogy, Pearl Jam uses just enough tweak to
accent, rather than sink, the other great cuts.
There are, of course, the blazing rock songs. Tracks
like "Hail, Hail," "Habit" and the 1:02 long rant "Lukin"
provide the beef of this record. The guitars cut and slash
with a vengeance unseen in their earlier work, and new
drummer Jack Irons is more than capable of pushing the
band to a furious pace.
Eddie and the boys also manage a more mellow rock
groove on a few songs. "Smile" and "Red Mosquito"
provide evidence that recording with Neil Young wore
off on the band in a big way. "Smile" especially sounds
like Neil Young's work with Crazy Horse .:
To complement this material they take a decidedly
soft tangent and even flirt a bit with country on
"Sometimes," "Off He Goes" and "Around the Bend.'
Another recent influence on the band, specifically on
Eddie Vedder, is Nusrat Fateh Alleh Khan, an Indian
vocalist once called "the voice of God." Vedder collabo-
rated with him for the soundtrack to Dead Mall Walkillg
and Khan'sstyle of spiritually introspective lyrics and
hypnotic, chanting music lend their influence to "I'm
Open" and the unlikely leadoff single "Who You
Arc."
Vedder offers yet another take from a Seattle
band regarding the drug problem in the ragged
"Habit." "Sec it happen to a couple of friends/ See it
happen in the message We send/ Taking off for
what's an obvious fall/ Just to sec what all the fuss
is about" shouts Vedder in a shredded voice, over
the heaviest riff the band has ever recorded.
In "Off He Goes," Vedder analyzes himself as if
he were an old friend, reviewing his image as seen
by the public. "He's been taking too much on ...off
he goes/ With his perfectly unkempt c1othes ...there
he goes/ He's yet to come back, but I sec his pic-
ture/ Doesn't look the same up on the rack ...we go
way back." Despite being road-weary and distract-
ed, our hero "still smiles and he's still strong."
The centerpiece of No Code, though, is "Present
Tense," the closest Pearl Jam has come yet to
recording a real rock epic like "When the Levee
Breaks" or "Cortez the Killer." It begins as a contempla-
tive discourse on how to deal with the problems we must
face in life.
Again, revealing an eastern Indian influence, Vedder
advises "You can't spent your time alone redigesting
past regrets/ or you can't come to terms and real ize
you're the only one who can't forgive yourself/It makes
much more sense to live in the present tense."
After three and a half minutes, itis apparent the band
wants the song to explode, and explode it does.
Eventually. The pace of the build-up is achingly slow.
"Get on with itl RAWK!!," you shout, but the band
holds the tension well past the point many other bands
would, including the Pearl Jam of the past.
Overall, No Code is a challenging, ambitious record
that serves as Pearl Jam's strongest yet.
Smart Brown Handbag plays pure pop
59th Jaquith
Supercop Soundtrack supplies a good mix
~eth Jaquith
Sta Writer
I'm not a big fan of pop. I'm also not enthusiastic about guitars sounding the same
in every single cuI. My cars also require a fuller mix, with more bass thumping in the
low end. These arc all personal gripes with this CD. However, if my description
appeals to you, give the disc a try.
It's my fault. Whcn I realize I'm listening to pop, my fingers just change thc chan-
nel automatically. It's just that pop gives me a bouncing fecling, like I'm riding a
pogo-stick. lIowever, overlooking this disdain, I would say Brown Paper Handbag's
CD, MOl/key ill the Middle, rates "OK." The musicianship is good, and thc song writ-
ing sounds fairly strong. On a scale of 1-10, without pop hatred, I'd give it a 6.5;
with pop hatred, it merits a 3.
It would bc much easier to enjoy this CD if the band could spice things up a bit,
but all pop guitar sounds the same to me. After the second or third song, I have to
lurn the music off. Trying to listen to it is like dcaling with the static buzz of a fly
floating ncar my car. The CD's guitar tones arc also unappealing; that thin pop tone
thang. I hatc thin. Unfortunately, thc mix also sounds anorexic and, as a listener, I
can't gct by it. However, a genuine pop fan might enjoy Brown Paper Handbag's
Monkey in the Middle.
Looking for a CD with a lillie bit of everything? If so, the sound-
track to Jackic Chan's Supercop might be for you. This CD incorpo-
rates contcmporary tcchno digital music, rap and metal. Artists
appearing on the soundtrack includc No Doubt, Black Grape, Tom
Jones, and Devo.
The first song, "Kung Fu Fighting" sung by Tom Jones, is pretty
funny. Joncs sings along to a funky techno groove. Next, get ready to
shift gears with the Warrcn G!s remake of Tina Turner's "What's
Love Got To Do With It?" A few songs later some bo nc-crush ing
metal is providcd by Dimcbag Darcll. Among my favorite tracks on
this CD arc "On a Rope" by Rocket from the Crypt, "Open the Gate"
by No Doubt, and an intcresting version of "Stayin' Alivc" rendred
by Siobahn Lynch.
This CD would makc a good party album, with its varied co l lcct io n
of rcm ak cs and ncw songs. The production is good, and the sounds
are fat. So pick up this CD if you nc c d so mc musical variety in your
life.
Old Lepards try to learn
new tricks on Slang
by Joe Relk
Staff Writer
"Breathe A Sigh" sounds like Bryan Adams meets Boys to Men meets Michael
Bailon. "Gift of Flesh" is a Mctallicaesquc song with tinges of Soundgardcn. "Truth?"
echoes Nine Inch Nails, Beastie Boys and U2 ala Zooropa in ablender.
The lyrics resemble a banal onslaught of eerily predicable c1ichcs: won't you save
mc, I don't know how to leave you, I'm the one who's holding on, try a little tender-
ness, close the door when you leave, this fall from grace, all the tears you hide, etc.
It's a strange feeling of deja vu when you can sing along the first time you hear a song.
This is how thcy should market this album: Def Lepard sings the greatest hits of the
'90s. It's like K-Tcl all over again. Why buy Sonic Youth, Collective Soul and Bryan
Adams CDs when can gct them all on Slang! Order now and you'll get a free vegie
slicer!
Like Aldo Nova and Motley Cruc before them, Def Lepard wants to learn new
tricks in the '90s, and end up sounding as contrived and soulless as Vanilla Icc
attempting rap in the '80s.
I wonder if this imitation trend of '80s bands trying to reinvent themselves for the
'90s would have worked on '70s bands trying to act '80s: a punk ABBA, a techno' Led
Zeppelin, a heavy metal Disco Tex (you all remember Disco Tex right?).
As a Oct Lepard fan I find no solace in saying this latest effort really sucks stale
elephant placenta-that's slang for "It's crap!"
The last album, Adrenalize, wasn't that great either. It was almost a carbon copy of
the mega-successful Hysteria, both musically and thematically.
Perhaps in response to criticisms of the sound-alike Adrenalize thcy've tried to
jump on the '90s bandwagon this time. In a futile attempt to update their style they end
up sounding likc they're not just copying one band, but several at the same time.
The only redeeming aspect about Slang is the fun you'll have guessing what bands
got ripped off.
* .-•.
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Chippewas scalp the
Broncos 42-21
by Amy Butler
For the 19,258 people seated in the Boise State stadi-
um Saturday night, the BSU Broncos and the Central
Michigan Chippewas put all quite a show. Until the sec-
REGGIE ETHRIDGE DIVES FOR AN EXTRA YARD OR TWO.
PIIOTO: JOliN TONE
and half. As the clock ticked down, so did the Boise
players. .
"I'm sick about the loss," said interim coach Tom
Mason. "I would have much rather conic alit with a win,
but the team is young and it is what we thought migh;
happen."
Central Michigan opened up the game with an easy
touchdown in the first quarter. Trying to catch a 65-yard
punt, BSU's Tony Mamaril fumbled the ball iii the end-
zone. Central Michigan immediately recovered for the
first touchdown of the game.
But BSU
redeemed them-
selves at the
beginning of the
second quarter
when quarterback
Tony Hilde threw
a nine-yard pass to
iii.....",,",,,,,,,,,,",, wide receiver
~~r,\~~i~l~jk~m;.t';~;~~t¥..~{:lRyan Ikebe to tie,-. the score 7 to 7.
Defensive end
Chris Wing, line-
backer Jeremy
Haener, and
defensive back
Mike While did a
good job of hold-
ing CMU back,
but the
Chippewa'sSENIOR RYAN IKEBEPHOTO: JOHN TONE
scored again with a 58-yard touchdown run. The score
now: 14 to 7.
With starter Jim Brekke out with a hamstring injury,
the tight end position was in trouble.
"With no tight end that's healthy, we weren't able to
establish a good running game," said Mason.
But freshman Bryan Johnson did his best to fill in and
TONY HILDE HANDS OFF TO REGGIE ETHRIDGE
PIIOTO: JOHN TONE
caught a 12-yard touchdown pass from Hilde at the end
of the first half. The Broncos were back even with the
Chippewas, 14 all.
Entering the second half, CMU once again tipped the
scale with a two-yard touchdown rush by tailback Silas
Massey.
BSU still hung in and the chances of their first
Division I-A win looked hopeful. The senior duo of
Hilde and' Ikebe came through again for a spectacular
55-yard touchdown pass, tying the game.
But the BSU momentum faded there. The lack of
back-up players and the youth of the team began to take
its toll throughout the second half. The team was, tiring
with so few reinforcements to draw on.
Defensive back Jeff Davis and fullback Reggie
Ethridge put in great efforts to keep the Broncos alive,
but it just wasn't enough. The Broncos lost 42-2 I.
Would the defeat have occurred with Pokey Allen
running the show? "I think it would have been about the
same game," said Mason. "We played hard, but we wore
down in the end. We're asking a lot of young kids to
play too much."
BSU faces Portland State next Saturday, at home.
Mason looks oplimistic and plans to get the team back
up to winning status. \ '
Professional football•preview
by Robert Bllrish
.J
For all you NFL fans, ..here are some predictions for
the upcoming season. Before 1 get into the Super Bowl '
contenders, let me briefly talk about the teams that have
improved from last season and will be enjoyable to
watch.
The Seattle Seahawks look to remain competitive
throughout the season. Quarterback Rick Mirer should
establish himself as a solid .starter in the NFL; after' one
year under coach Dennis Erickson's wing. This team has
their share of weapons with running back Chris Warren
anchoring the backfield, and an outstanding group of
wide receivers including Joey Galloway, Mike
Pritchard, Brian Blades, and Ricky P.roehl.
The New England Patriots should also make strides
during the upcoming season. After struggling through
injury problems, quarterback Drew Bledsoe will bounce
back in a big way. If the Patriots want to see the Super
Bowl, running back Curtis Martin has to remain healthy
and run the ball like he did last year. If he should sustain
an injury, then all bets are off.
The last team that will make a run at a playoffs is the
Houston Oilers. Their defense is extremely solid, and
the offensive line is one of the best in the American
Football Conference. Stand-out rookie running back
Eddie George is impressing everyone with his strength
and forceful style of running. The early word is that vet-
eran quarterback Chris Chandler will start behind center,
bul if he fails, second string quarterback Steve McNair
will take the helm. Look for speedy wide receiver Chris
Sanders to have a huge year.
To conclude, my AFC champion is the Buffalo Bills.
If no injuries occur and they get the few bounces it takes
to get to the Super Bowl, they'll represent the AFC.
With the addition of Quinn Early as a receiver, the
offense should be very dependable. Losing Cornelius
Bennett on defense was definitely a loss, but hard-nosed
Chris Spielman will be an added bonus for the Bills.
All I need now is an NFC representative to play
against Buffalo. In my mind, there are only three viable
opportunities in the NFC: Dallas, San Francisco, and
Green Bay. All three squads look hot; yet have their
problem areas.
Dallas suffers from a mountain of injured players,
including running back Emmit Smith. Also, Michael
Irvin wass suspended for the first five games for violat-
ing the league's substance-abuse policy. The San
Francisco Forty-Nincrs have problems on the offensive
line and must keep quarterback Steve Young protected;
As for the Green Bay Packers, quarterback Brett
Favre is recovering from dependency on painkillers. It is
debatable if Edgar Bennett can handle the running by
himself.
Wirh all that laid out,it's decision time. Personally,1
do not want to see the Cowboys back in the Super Bowl
for a couple of reasons. First, Ihey are nothing more than
a conglomeration of hoodlums, hooligans, and drug .
."
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rls
the upcoming
by Amy Butler "You can stride along with a beer in your hand," said
president Walter Bekker.
Frisbee golf is played in 14 countries and has official
courses in 46 U.S. states. Hawaii, Alaska, Vermont and
our home state, Idaho, have not yet taken to the craze.
Along with the State Championships, the Gem-State
Disc Golfer!' hold two benefit tournaments, with a
food drive going to the Idaho homeless. The
"Ice Bowl" occurs in January, and the
annual "Jerry Garcia Benefit" takes
place during the warmer months.
The Gem State Disc Golfers
have recently appealed to the
City Parks and Recreation to
establish a permanent course
in Boise. They look for
more support from the
community.
"We would love to
invite all of the Boise
Slate students to come
and tryout the course,"
said Ritchie. "When stu-
dents start studying it's a
great way to release ten-
sion. Not only do you get
outside and see the city's
resources, but it's literally a
'walk in the park'."
This invitation-is extended
to all students, especially
women. As a male-dominated
sport, the tournaments and the State
Champoinship
are less
compet-
itive
for
Strolling through Ann Morrison Park the other day, I
heard the sharp cry, "Fore"! Ducking, I saw a frisbee
glide by me. Fore?! Shouldn't I
be looking for a golf
ball?
j, .
Approaching
me were a couple of
men with duffle bags, long
hair, and a look of peace in their
eyes. Their game: frisbee golf. Their club: the Gem State
Disc Golfers.
Taking up the offer to playa coupleof holes with
them, I tagged along for a nine-hole game. Along the
way I had a chance to talk to the vice-
president/spokesman, Jim Ritchie, about their club and
the. sport of frisbee golf.
.This sport may seem novel to some, yet it's been
around for years. In 1976, Ed Headrick invented a fris-
bee-golf basket made of galvenized steel chains, a pole,
and a hoop. The goal is to throw a frisbee into this con-
traption. Voila, the beginning of a new sport.
In many ways this sports mirrors traditional golf.
Each hole has a par, only every hole in frisbee golf rates
a par three. The object is to have the least amount of
strokes after completing the course. The player is penal-
ized one stroke for out-of-bounds shots, usually consist-
ing of water or blacktops. There are also various frisbee
weights for different shots, similar to putters and irons in
golf.
But unlike golf, this sport maintains its own social
aura. The polo shirts, ritzy country clubs, weird shoes,
and expensive green fees are absent. There is no green
fee, and a frisbee averages around $8. And the players
seem down-to-earth. "Displaced hippees" is what
Ritchie referred them as.
They enjoy the outdoors and are out to have fun.
female
player.
The GemState
Disc Golfers meet every Saturday and Sunday from 10
a.m, to 9 p.rn., and Wednesday night 6 p.m. to 9p.m. at
Ann Morrison Park. Idaho Mountain Touring sells fris-
bees, but the club is more than eager to lend them, and
_ loves to help new players learn the game.
The Boise State gymnastics team has taken up the
club's invitation and plans to challenge the club for a
meet the last part of this month. Come out, watch or
play along!. Today Boise, tomorrow the Olympics!
For any further information about the club, contact
Jim Ritchie at 377-9364. This is the only sport in
"U
;*~5'iii1_j'
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sport
which, if you're drinking beer while playing, you could
actually gain weight while getting some exercise. What
could be more fun?
Idaho Women's
Fitcess .
Ce ebration
Boise State is sponsoring a team for the Idaho
Women's Fitness Celebration held on Saturday,
September 21,1996. Please join the BSU Gymnastics
Team in the 5k run/walk/stroll.
This event drew almost 9,300 female walkers, run-
ners, and strollers last year, making it the largest wom-
ens race in the United States. Boise State's team had
over 300 participants which placed us first in the School
division.
Sign up today! The fcc for an individual is $15, or
$13 if you enter the BSU team as a student. Entry forms
can be picked up at many stores around town, or from
gymnastics coach Sam Sandmire at:
BSU Athletics - Pavilion
1910.University Drive
Boise, ID 83725
All BSU entry forms must be returned to Coach
Sandmire no later than Wednesday, September 11.
SPORTS
continued from page 19
abusers. Secondly, who wants to root for a team
owned by that overgrown river serpent Jerry Jones? I
know people call him "brilliant" and a "genius", but in
my opinion, he is nothing more than a slimy field :
rodent.
Thus, the decision remains between San Francisco
and Green Bay. My choice to represent the NFC confer-
ence in this year's Super Bowl are the San Francisco
49'ers. After going through a tough playoff loss to
Green. Bay at home last year, the 49'ers will be looking
for a little payback. Plus, with the addition of assistant
coach Bill Walsh, the team looks strong.
Whether it is San Francisco or Green Bay, let us pray
Dallas doesn't get back to the big show! Amen.
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If yo~ love sports and. can spell, The
Arbiter has (I ploc:eforyou 011 its
masthead. Our Sporfsdeparfment
needs writers who are interested in
full sports-volleyball, foo.tboll, bas-
kethull and cross country. We urge
interested students to stop by our
p IIiSh b~s e In e n f -I 0cat edo t University
Drive and Michigan Street, below the
Women 'see n ter-o nd Ill tou ta n
app!ic:otion. Asl{ for Amy or Kate.
I Show your BSU Student 1.0.
I along with this coupon and receive a- I
: Free E tree
: with the Purchase of a second entree of
I equal or greater value. Not valid with other
I Coupons, Discounts or Promotions.
I OfferExpiresSeptember31,1996L ~
• •'.; ...' .
eC{f}JlfffIJe a SPOlts ritell!
Galaxy Diner
in Boise
500 s.Capitol Blvd.
Boise, Idaho
(208) 343-6191
~O% isc u t
for all Students and
Employees with BSU 1.0.
(not valid with other Coupons,
Discountsor Promotions)
(!')1996 Levi Slrou .. & Co.
'.
i ),!
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BSU student organizations call fax
their calendar listings to 385-3198.
Please include the title of the event, its
sponsor or club, the time, date and loca-
tion of the event, and a phone number to
call for more information, The deadline
for listings is at 5p.m. Wednesdays, one
week prior to desired publication date.
, ROSARY at St. Paul's Catholic
Student Center, 11:55 a.rn., 1915
University Drive (across from the
Administration Building), 343-2128.
COMMUNION SERVICE at St.
Paul's Catholic Student Center, 12:10
p.rn., 1915 University Drive (across from
the Administration Building), 343-2128.
ROSARY at St. Paul's Catholic
Student Center, 11 :55 a.rn., 1915
University Drive (across from the
Administration Building), 343-2128.
COMMUNION SERVICE at St.
Paul's Catholic Student Center, 12:10
p.m., 1915 University Drive (across from
the Administration Building), 343-2128.
ASBSU SENATE MEETING at 4:30
p.m. in SUB Senate Forum, 385-1440,
open to the public.
..
----------------------CALENDAR 23
RECEPTION WITH
ACRYLICS/MIXED MEDAl ARTIST
STEPHANIE DICKEY AND PHOTOG-
RAPHER ANDREW MAYER at Flying
M Espresso and Fine Crafts. 6 p.m. at
Fifth and Idaho streets, 345-4320.
GREEN GATHERING AND ORIEN-
TATION MEETING of the Boise State
Environmental Education in Diversity
student group. Get involved with the only
pro-active environmental group on cam-
pus. 7 p.m., SUB Trueblood Room.
NEILSIMON'S COMEDY,
"LAUGHTER ON THE 23RD FLOOR,"
presented by Stage Coach Theatre, 7:30
p.rn., 2000 Kootenai St., call 342-2000
for reservations, $5. (This play contains
adullianguage ).
ELISABETH BUN at Flying M
Espresso and Fine Crafts. Her music is
French 'blues meets Bossa Nova. 8 to
10:30 p.rn., Fifth and Idaho streets, 345-
4320
NEIL SIMON'S COMEDY,
"LAUGHTER ON THE 23RD FLOOR,"
presented by Stage Coach Theatre, 8:15
p.m., 200fl Kootenai St., call 342-2000
for reservations, $7.50. (This play con-
tains adult language).
NANCY KELLY PERFORMS KEY-
BOARD AND VOCALS at Flying M
Espresso and Fine Crafts, 8 to 10:30
p.m., Fifthand Idaho streets, 345·4320
NEIL SIMON'S COMEDY,
"LAUGHTER ON THE 23RD ,FLOOR,"
presented by Stage Coach Theatre; 8:15
p.m., 2000 Kootenai St., call 342·2000
for reservations, $7.50. (This play con-
tains adullianguage).
WELCOMING BARBEQUE WILL
FOLLOW SUNDAY MASS at St. Paul's
Catholic Student Center, 7 p.m., 1915
University Drive (across from the
Administration Building), 343-2128.
ROSARY at St. Paul's Catholic
.Studcnt Center, 11:55 a.m., 1915
University Drive (across from the
Administration Building), j43-2128.
COMMUNION SERVICE at St.
Paul's Catholic Student Center, 12:10
p.m., 1915 University Drive (across from
the Administration Building), 343-2128.
ROSARY at St. Paul's Catholic
Student Center, 11:55 a.m., 1915
University Drive (across from the
Administration Building), 343-2128.
COMMUNION SERVICE at St.
Paul's Catholic Student Center, 12:10
p.m., 1915 University Drive (across from
the Administration Building), 343-2128.
ASBSU SENATE MEETING at 4:30
p.m. in SUB Senate Forum, 385-1440,
open to the public.
TUESDA Y MASS at St. Paul's
Catholic Student Center, 9 p.m., 1915
University Drive (across from the
Administration Building), 343-2128.
ROSARY at St. Paul's Catholic
Student Center, 11:55 a.m., 1915
University Drive (across from the
Administration Building), 343-2128.
COMMUNION SERVICE at St.
Paul's Catholic Student Center, 12:10
p.m., 1915 University Drive (across from
the Administration Building), 343-2128.
.'
This weekly calendar lists arts and entertainment venues, community events, public meetings and support
groups, and BSU student organiiation meetings.and events.
Listings are free to BSU student organizations. To find out how your business or non-profit group «m be included ·in
the calendar, contact Matt Pottenger or Sean Murphy at345-8204.
fox: 208.385.3198
e-mail: arbiter@daven.idbsu.edu
1910 University Drive, Boise, Idoho.
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rzJ Complete multimedia computer customize for students
LTJ Campus Z-Station@features:
o Powerful lntel" processor
o large capacity hard drive ,
o Plenty of memory to run today's hottest applications
e Plug & Play into your campus network with a high-speed modem
[J Desktop Systems include Microsoft@Natural" I(eyboard
and Microsoft Mouse
a loaded with Microsoft software for study and fun
o Microsoft Office for Windows 95 with Word, Microsoft Excel"
PowerPoint, Microsoft Access, Schedule+, Encarta 96
Encyclopedia, Microsoft Internet Assistants
o Microsoft Windows 95 with Microsoft Internet Explorer 2.0
o Microsoft Plus!
o Games for Windows 95
I) Norton AntiVirus and more
IYJ Hewlett Packard Color Desklet available
[] Ask about Microsoft Programmer's Dream Pack
http://www.zds.com
educatlon@zds.com
Procossor Pentium 100 MHz Pentium 133 MHz Pontlum 166 MHz
Hard drive 1.2GB 1.6GB 2.1GB
Monitor 14" (13.2" viewable) 15" (13.7" viewable) 15" (13.7" viewable)
Price $1799 $2199 $2499
with LAN card $1899* $2299 $2599
Experience Campus Z-Stanon.
The Bookstore
208-385-4362
, TABLOID/Boise State University
.,.
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Alpha Chi Omega house
1612 Chrisway Dr.
Call 344·6620 to RSVP
/,,
. I ~ .1
\
(
join us for OPEN RUSH!!!
September 4th @ 7:30pm
September 5th @ 7:30pm
September 6th @ 6:30pm
..
N PUS
PR DES 1.
A.) Convenience
II) !In-Room Internet
C) Free Cable TV
DJLots of Fun & Friends
tE) .All of the Above
The correct anS1N'er is (IE»
Am. of the Above. For n'10re
inforsrnation, call Patti
@ 385-398& or visit Adn'lihrla
214
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If you love sports and
can spell, The Arbiter
has a place for you on
its masthead. Our
Sports department
needs writers who are
interested in fall
sports-volleyball, foot-
ball, basketball and
cross country. We urge
interested students to
stop by our plush
basement-located at
University Drive and
Michigan Street, below
the Women's Center-
'and fill out an epplica-
tion. Ask for Amy or
Kate.
Employment
LOOKINGFOR-Sports minded, com-
petitive, motivated students. Low on
cash? Will work around school
schedule. Call for appointment, 322-
0814.
100 WORKERSNEEDED-Assemble
crafts, wood items. Materials provid-
ed. To $480+ wk. Free information
pkg. 24 Hr. 1-801-263-4153.
Fund Raising
FUND-RAISER-Plan now for the
Fall. Great opportunity for motivated
and organized groups to earn $500+
promoting top clients at your cam-
pus. Call Gina to get priority for the
best Fall dates. Call Gina at (800) 592 -
2121 ext 110.
FREE T-SHIRT + $l,OOO-Credit
card fundraiser for fraternities,
sororities, & groups. Any campus
• •II
organization can raise up to $1,000
by earning a whopping $S/VISA
application. Call1-S00 -932 -0528 ext.
65. Qualified callers receive FREE T-
SHIRT.
Merchandise
FOR SALE -Aerobics step bench.
Good condition. Call Dana (leave mes-
sage) 376-3003.
Services
Needed-23 students serious to lose S
to 100 pounds. Newmetabalism break
through. Guaranteed results. 303-
480-3542.
To respond to an item in the "I
Saw You ... » section, call The
Arbiter (345-8204) and ask for
Sean.
HISTORY IN THE 'MARKING
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Organized
Meetings
Thursday,
September
at 12:15pm
or2:15pm
Attendance at a Getting Organized
Meellng by at least on~ trom
each ASBSUrecognized sludent
organizatIon ~ to maIntain
oHiclal recognlllon status as a BSU
organizatIon. Advisors are strongly
encouraged to attend.
All meetings are located In the Senate
Forum. Student Union.
The same Information will be presented
at each meeting. Please pick one
session to attend.
For more Information call the
StUdent Activities Office at 385-
1223
i;L~
SruOENT UNION
AJID ACTIVITIES
..'
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11 Mark David Holladay STARSTElL ME YOU GET TO EXPERI ~
Staff Rhapsod ENCEONE THIS WEEK.
i AQUARIUS: (JAN. 20-FEB. 18);,\!
I would love to give you more in-depth infor- WRITING YOUR PHONE NUMBER'1
"I DOWN IN 'BATHROOM STALLS IS'I mation. Unfortunately, we have only space to
'j relay messages for individual signs each NOT THE TRUE PATH OF ROMANCE.j PISCES: (FEB. 19-MAR. 20) TH E REA-:~ week. For those of you who would like toI SON CONCERTS DO NOT COME TO
d have your own personal reading from BOISE IS LARGELY YOUR DUE TO
'J
myself, please send in all the pertinent CERTAIN PISCESIN THE VALLEY.information to The Arbiter and I'll get PLEASEAPOLOGIZE TO EVERYONE
I back to you as soon as possible. PROMPTLY FOR YOUR SIGN'S
I
(Please include the birth date, birth FAI LINGS.
time if known, favorite color, ARIES: (MAR. 21-APR. 19)
J
favorite cologne, personal oddi- FEDERAL AGENTS WILL BE
I lies, shoe size, height, weight TAPPING INTO YOUR PHONE
1 and name of all people LINES THIS WEEK SO DON'Ti
I involved, credit card numbers MENTION TH E 'YOU-KNOW-
I and expiration date informa- WHAT:
I tion optional.) TAURUS: (APR. 20-MAY
I 20) THE STAR SAYSVIRGO: (AUG. 23-SEPT. (ROUGHLY) "KNUCKLE-
1.
I 22) ALTHOUGH PLE- SAN DWICH ESARE YUMMY,I BEIAN MAY DESCRIBE TRY EATING ONE TODAY.wI YOU TH E STARS GEMINI: (MAY 21-JUNE'
] WOULDN'T GO SO FAR 21) YOU WILL BE LUCKY INAS TO FLATTER YOU A GAME OF CHANCE THIS
1 THAT MUCH. WEEK WHEN YOUR COMPA-
j LIBRA: (SEPT.23-0CT. NY SELECTSYOU IN THEIR! 23) FORGET THOSE VIDEO RANDOM DRUG TESTING
,1 AND MUSIC CLUBS AND PROGRAM. TAKE COMFORT'!
I BLOW YOUR $19.95 ON IN A RECENT NATURE OUT-"PIRANHA IN A BAG"TM ING DURING THIS ORDEAL.
I INSTEAD. CANCER: (JUNE 22-JULY 22)I SCORPIO: (OCT. 24-NOV. LOOK UP 'RUSE' IN THE DICTIO-21) USETHE WORD "TREY" IN NARY TO HAVE LIFE'SMYSTERI ES
A SENTENCE THIS WEEI<TO REVEALED TO YOU.'
IMPRESS A MEMBER OF THE LEO: (JULY 23-AUG. 22) LIABILITY,
OPPOSITE SEX. LIBEL, AND LIBERAL ARE NOT AS
SAG.1TAIlIUS: (NOV. 22-DEC. 21) DIRECTLY CONNECTED AS YOU
IF LAUGHTER IS THE BESTMEDICINE MIGHTTHINI<. ,7, •
YOU SHOULD BRING GOOD HEATH
TO THOSE AROUND YOU. FOR ENTERTAINMENT PURPOSES
CAPRICORN: (DEC. 22-JAN. 19) ONLY. DO NOT FEED THE ANIMAI.$.
THERE ARE TWO DEFINITIONS OF
"REAM" IN THE DICTIONARY. THE II!
j
'I
D
II
Ii
Guaranteed Credit Cards With Credit Limits !J
Up To $10,000 Within Days! :
, " I etID CREDIT. flo JOB~ flo PARsrr-SI6rJER. Flo SECURITY DEPOSIT. II
no credit 0 bad credit 0 no income? Ii
II
You Can Qualify To Receive 0
Two Of The Most Widely Used :
Credit Cards' InTheWorld Today! ,:
II
~ STUDENT CREDIT SERVICES
e P.O. Box 220645
I want Cr:edi.t cams jm::ii'piUately. HOLLYWOD. Fl 33022
100% GUARANTEEDI
Name _
Addrcss--:.... _
City ..>llS'a"""e ~Zipi!__---
Phooc(
Signatme ==- ===~== e-r-r- ----
B ' , , D
___ m .~ ~ ~_
Want to access the Internet without tying up a lot of cash?
surt-n-roset Internet Access System from Micron Internet
Services is the answer!
You can have your own Internet account, !ncluding email, one
megabyte of Personal Web Space and $36 of Surf-n-Cash™
for as little as $54.95 for the entire year!
how Itworks:
Go to the BSUBooksto and buy a Surf-n-Tosspackage.
Use youI' computer to up your account with the user-friendly registration screen.
Begin surfing the Web ending email .••you name it!
Jundsare deposited into your account. You'll choose a usage plan that suits your
to log on every now and then, the Occasional Plan, which provides 5 hours each
ount is auto tically debited $3/month minimum. You'll pay $0.60 for each hour
me onlin n our Popular Plan might be right for you. YOLJ'IIget60 hours every
~~1J~61 $9. You'll pay $0.15 for each hour over 60. And the Unlimited Plan, just
you get with that one! For $18 a month, you can stay online as much as you like!
When you arena d via email oryour personaISurf-n-Toss Account Manager Tool, that your balance is low,
you can make, osits WithSurf-n-Cash, in incrementsof $20. So, you can add to your account when you need
to. Here's a t ecomparing how each plan works if you use the suggested number of,hours each month during
the school r. The (J) indicates.the initial Surf-n-Toss purchase, and each (S) shows when you need to
purchase reSurf-n-Cash. The Occasional user can go the entire school year for $54.95!
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Of course, your Surf-n-Cash dollars can be used for any Micron Internet service, including extra email account
. ($3 per additional account each month), and extra homepage disk space ($10 per MB/month).
And you don't need a credit card to sign up! You can use any form of payment the BSU bookstore accepts. All
you need is your student 10, a computer and a modem!
So, .what are you waiting for?
Get connected! Get Surt-n- Toss
Today!
1 (800) 336-8892
http://www.mi.cron.net I
I
@1996 Micron Technology, Inc.
INTERNET SERVICES
A Division of Micron Technology, Inc.
BRINGING THE WORLD TO YOUR FINGERTIPS
